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The " ELECTRO" -LYTIC BARE POINT DETECTOR 
(PATENT PENDING) 

Our new "E>.Ettao " -Lrnc 
Daracroe is without a ques- 
tion the finest on the market 
WITHOUT EXCEPTION. 
Our Detector has all the good 
qualities of a good Detector 
but none of the bad ones. 
Everybody concedes that the 
Electrolytic type excels by far 
all other Detectors in sensi- 
tiveness and our new type - 

already 
adopted 
by two 
of the 
leading 
wire less 
compan- ies-is 
with out 
d o u b t 
the acme 
of per. 
feclion. 

Please 
bear in :n:.td that our new Detector has been designed for 
bard commercial work, it is not an amateur contrivance. 
Here are a few points: Hard rubber base I in. thick, hard 
rubber thumbnut t in. diameter, graphite-carbon cup mould- 
ed in brass cup (under hydraulic pressure,) heavy cast 
brass standard. etc. The most important part is that the 
t -to 000 inch Wollaston wire does not need to be soldered, 
as in all other Detectors, a screw holds it in a unique manner. 
1 he last I -16 inch piece of wire is utilized, new wires in- 
serted in to seconds, etc. By means of an ingenious plunger 
movement the tine wire is raised and lowered with greatest 
precision -less than i -to oso inch at a time. t he wire can- 
not turn in a circle, ias wires do. directly attached to thumb 
screws,) it can only move up or doet'n, not sideways, etc 
This has been found is of tremendous importance. ALL 
ME rAL PARTS AKE Hb-.AVILY SILVER PLATED, as 

we found that silverplate is not attacke'f by fumes of the acid. 
We also furnish bottle to hold acid, and and one pipette to 
till acid in cup. 

Introduction price, 51.50 By mail extra 12 cents 
Write for new Pamphlet on this Detector. 

Electro Importing Co., 86 -Z W. Broadway, New York 

NEW ENGLAND GETS 
FIRST SERVICE 

RESIDENTS of Portland. Me.. Old Orchard. 
Me.. Saco. Me., Biddeford. Me.. Dover. N. 
H.. Portsmouth. N. H.. Exeter. N. H., Hav- 
erhill, Mass., Lawrence. Mass.. Lowell. 

M ass., Boston. Mass., and adjacent points. are now 
communicating by wire at rates so low and service 
so accurate and prompt that they are wondering at 
their former patience with exorbitant rates and 
inadequate service. 

41 
New lines will be opened as rapidly as physical 
and financial conditions permit until every- city 
in the United States will be sending - 

25 -word TELEGRAMS, any distance, for 25e. 
50 -word TELEPOSTS, any distance, for 25e. 

100 -word TELETAPES, any distance. for 25e. 
10 -word TELECARDS, any distance, for 10e. 

41 
An interesting illustrated booklet has been pre - 
pared, describing In detail the invention. its 
operation. its economy, its rapidity and its ac- 

curacy. Mailed without cost to anyone asking for 
Booklet No. 359. 
TELEPOST COMPANY 225 Fifth Ave., New York 

Just From The Press 

OPERATORS' WIRELESS TELEORAPH 
AND TELEPHONE HAND -BOOK 

UT VICTOR N. LAUGHTER 

UP- TO.DATE and 
most complete 
treatise on the 

subject yet published. 
Gies t h e historical 
work of early Investi- 
gators on up to the 
present day. Describes 
in detail the cor.st ac- 
tion of an experimental 
wireless set. How to 
wind spark coil and di- 
mensions of all size 
coils. 1 he tuning of 
wir less station is fully 
explained with poi is 
on the construction tS 
the vat ious instruments. 

A special chapter on 
the study of wireless 
telegraphy is given and 
the rules of the Navel 
stations with all codes. 
abbreviations. etc.. and 

other matter Interesting to one who takes up this study. 
The most difficult points have been explained in non- 

technical language and can be understood ty the Ian man. 
Wireless telephony is given several chapters and all the 
systen s in use are shown w ith photographs and draw ings. 

By some practical work at d a close study of this treatise 
one can soon master all the details of wireless telegraphy. 

Sold by booksellers generally or sent postpaid to 
any address upon recept of price. 

12mo., Cloth. 200 Pages Fully Illustrat ed. and w'th 
Six additional Full -rage halftone Illustrations 
Showing the Installation of 'W ireless" on the 
U. S. War Ships and t.cean Liners - - $1.00 

FREDERICK J. DPAKE & CO., Publishers 
FISIitR BUILDINti CIiiCAtiO, ILL. 

Scud for Catalog FREE. 

WE MANUFACTURE MOULDED 
AND SPECIAL RUBBER GOODS 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND 
CAN FURNISH ANY SPECIAL 
RUBBER ARTICLE TO YOUR. 

SATISFACTION N. 

NEW YORK BELT! NG 
a PACKING CO. LTD. 

91 -93 CHAMBERS STREET, 
NEW YORK. 

Send for our large Catalogue " M " containing 
94 pages, with useful information. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrtes." When writing please mention "Modern EleotrloL' 
"Modern Electrics" guarantees the reliability of its advertisers. 
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THE 

R -1 

VARIOMETER 
is the most ac- 
curate tuning 
device you have 
ever tried .0 Je 

No Contacts Low Prices 

The Radio 
Telephone Co. 

49 EXCHANGE PLACE 
4 NEW YORK CITY 

When writing pl.... mention \Iovtern Miaow Mow ' 

Patent What You Invent 
THIS BOOK 
Giving full information in 
Patent Matters, and two 
others telling what to in- 
vent and a history of suc- 
cessful inventions 

MAILED fREE 

t ' r. U S''. : i', 
, LETTERS 

' ' f RATENT : 
.1%-.:11';- 

.~ 

Send Us a Sketch 
of an invention for our 
opinion as to patentability 
which will be rendered 
without charge. If we be- 
lieve it to be new, we will 
issue a contract under which 

WE REFUND ALL FEES 
IF WE FAIL TO OBTAIN 
A PATENT . . 

We Advertise Patents of Our Client, For Sale in Prominent Dailies At Our Expense 
CONSCIENTIOUS SERVICE WRITE FOR OUR BOOKS 

WOODWARD & CHANDLEE 
Registered Attorneys 1268 F Street, Washington, D. C. 

W),.n writing pl.aa. mention "Modern Electric.." 
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ílte 3tr13t Annual (Offirtal 

irrtrui ilitur 'Conk 
The only book of this kind in existante. It contains the location, 

call letters, wave length, power, etc., of 

9 72 treleolil $iattunu in Or 3iInttr1 Eetatru ants Qlunaba 
U. S. Atlantic and Inland Stations 90 

Pacifiic Shore Stations 60 
" Navy Stations 51 

Army Stations 50 
Revenue Cutters Stations 22 

44 Navy Vessels Stations . 185 
Hawaii Stations 7 

Merchant Vessels in the Atlantic. Pacific & Great Lakes 350 
Canadian Stations 39 
Cuban Stations 3 

U. S. Amateur Stations 115 
Total . 972 

If you have a wireless station this book will be invaluable to you. When receiving 
messages you will know at once where from they originate. NO MORE GUESSWORK as 

heretofore. The Wireless Blue Book creates a new interest in wireless as it enables every experi- 
menter to accurately estimate the range of his outfit. 

It took four months to compile the data of the Blue book and it is warranted to be correct 
in every respect. YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT. 
tar PRICE, 10c BY r1AIL.1 Cash or stamps (only U. S., no foreign ones) taken 

Modern Electrics Publication, 84 W. Broadway, New York 

ROYAL STORAGE BATTERY 
STYLI a I Volta, 6 Ampere Hours 

Six. 14x7iT In. Weight 
PT lbs Used on board of 

I U. S. Bttle- 
ships Sarno type 
used In the Olds- 

mobil, Pullman 
and a numb.. or 

other high- 
clans auto- 
mobiles for 
ignition and 
lighting Six 
plates in each 
cli, g poal- 
ti... and 8 
negstives. lb 
plain in one 
boa t. ry. 

Through a 

fortunate deal 
wlthth mak- 
ers, we have 
purchased 
several hun- 
dred of thee. 
batteries, all 
In perfect 
condition ex- 
cept thatthey 
are of the 
1908 style. 
As the mak- 
ers hay. 
brought oui 

a new 1909 typa they did not wish to keep the 190e type in 

stock and we bought the whole block. If you wish to know 
more about this wonderful ROYAL BATTERY, und Pc 

stamp and we will send you a 110 page book entitled 
"Treatise on 9torag batteries " The type Bi, exactly all cut, 
only wider and bigger list. at Wr Dollars tae. book I 

Our PRICE NOW, to Si E Readers ONLY 8h1.00, 
This is chenc of lifetime. We un ship at one., two 

styles. One Enamel steel case, the paies treated wood case. 

Fine rubber- belting handle, patent gas vest, tc. etc. Spaak 

quick. only about u; left 

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., gee W. Browd*aye N,Y. 

When writing please mention "rodera HIwtrtes." 

011P IirrFP 
VPSÍ DA28 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. By R. P. How - 
grave- Graham. Including History of Prin- 
ciples, Generation of Electric Waves. Prac- 
tical Radietelègraphy, transmitting a n d 
receiving apperetW- 160 pages, profusely 
illustrated, 12mo. cloth $1.00. 

MAKING WIRELESS OUTFITS. By Newton 
Harrison. A concise and simple explanation 
on the construction and use of simple and 
inexpensive Wireless Equipments. fully 
illustrated. 12mo, cloth, 50c. 

WIRELESS TELEPHONE CONSTRUC- 
TION. By Newton Harrison. The latest 
work on the subject, practically written and 
fully illustrated, paper price, 25c 

SEND FOR OUR NEW LIST OF OVER 
50 TITLES OF PRACTICAL BOOKS 

Books mailed postpaid on receipt of price 

Spon & Chamberlain 
Publishers of TECHNICAL BOOKS 

123 -U LIBERTY STREET 
NEW YORK 

Whoa writing peewee sa.atdoa " rod.ra leetrtwa 
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Antennae 
GREENLEAF W. PICKARD.# 

While it is truc that the early sys- 
tems of \Tireless communication, de- 
pending nlurn conductive or inductive 
effects. used conducting structures 
that might be called the equivalents 
of certain forms of modern antennae, 
it doe. not appear that the antenna, as 
a radiating :nul receiving element of a . 

_; - 
Dolhear's Antenna and Wireless 

wireless system employing electrical 
waves, came into existence before 
1880. 

It was This year that Prof. A. E. 
Dolbear, of Tufts College, Mass., com- 
menced his experiments with wireless 
communication. At first employing 
apparatus of small dimensions and 
power, he gradually increased his 
range until satisfactory signals 
were obtained over distances ap- 
proximating a mile. For this distance, 
which to -day seems to us absurdly 
small, his sending and receiving an- 
tennae consisted respectively of a hun- 
dred foot wire. held aloof by a kite, and 
a large tin roof. As is even the case 
to -day in some minor installations, his 
transmitter consisted of a large induc- 
tion coil, one terminal of the second- 
ary being connected to the antenna, 
and the other to the ground. 

While it has been frequently stated 
that 1)olbcar's system did not radiate 
true electrical waves. but was simply 
an electrostatic induction system, the 
writer has definite proof to the con- 
trary. lle has been honored by Prof. 
Dolbear's acquaintance for the past ten 
years, and has had frequent oppor- 
tunity to examine and test much of 
the original apparatus used in these 

\Tir,i, Inr,rure of New 
1,.rk. 

early tests. As a result, he has no 
hesitation in stating that true electrical 
waves were radiated and received. Al- 
though the present paper is not the 
place for a detailed discussion of the 
Dolbear system, the writer considers 
that the invention of rthe antenna may 
safely be ascribed to Dolbear. An ac- 
count of his experiments was pub- 
lished in 1881 in the Scientific Amer- 
ican, and on March 24, 1882, he ap- 
plied for U. S. patent on his system 
of wireless telegraphy and telephony, 
which issued October 5, 1886. 

Edison's U. S. patent of December 
29, 1891, shows a vertical wire termin- 
ating in an elevated capacity area, and 
ground connection, while Sir William 
l'reece, in experiments conducted in 
England in the early 8o's, used con- 
ducting structures that much resem- 
bled certain modern forms of looped 
antennae. Edison's system, however 
was confessedly one depending upon 
electrostatic induction, while in the 

Edison's Wireless System 

experiments of Preece a combination 
of magnetic induction and earth cur- 
rents was employed, so that their 
structures cannot be considered as an- 
tennae in the modern sense of the 
word. 

Interesting as has been the develop - 
nient of the antenna, starting from the 
simple vertical wire of Dolbear, it is 
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not the intention of the writer to pre - 
sent the historical side. Within the 
limits of this paper he feels it wise to 
confine himself strictly to the anten- 
nae of to -day, with perhaps a pro- 
phetic word as to the future. 

To -day we find in almost universal 
use some form of the vertical wire an- 
tenna of Dolbear. Disguised as this 
may he by conductor multiplication, 
and departures from the vertical in the 
shape of spreading and converging 
fans of wire strands, it yet remains 
essentially a simple electrical conduc- 
tor. reaching away from the earth's 
surface into free space; the link be- 
tween the telegraphic apparatus and 
the electrical waves. 

It is the function of an antenna 
both to convert an electrical current 
into electrical waves, and to regener- 
ate a portion of the energy in a pass- 
ing wave into electrical current. All 

r 
p. 

Edison's Antenna 

forms of antenna are in this regard re- 
versible, although it is frequently the 
custom to convert, as by change in 
connection, the radiating antenna into 
one of another type for purposes of 
receiving. 

A more detailed analysis will show 
us, however, that the conductor or 
conductors composing the antenna is 
merely a means for guiding an elec- 
trical current, or moving electrical 
charge. Electrical waves are not radi- 
ated directly from the conductors of 
the antenna. 

An electrically charged body, or, 
more simply, a charge of electricity, 
is always surrounded by what is term- 
ed an electrostatic field. We do not 
know what this field is, but it is our 
working hypothesis that such a field is 
simply a state of strain in the ether. 
We picture this strain as lying along 
certain lines. called lines of force, 

which link portions of the electrical 
charge with other electrical charges. 
which may be distributed on surround- 
ing conducting objects as so- called in- 
duced charges. 

If an electrical charge is moved. or 
varied in any way, a corresponding 
change in its electrostatic field takes 
place. If the intensity of the charge 
falls to zero, we say that the field col- 
lapses, or draws in on the conductor 
carrying the charge. This, however, 
is true only of the space in the more 
or less immediate vicinity of the vary- 
ing charge. At a certain distance, de- 
pending upon the suddenness with 
which the charge varies, the lines of 
force are no longer able to collapse 
on the conductor, but are broken or 
nipped off, as closed lines of force. It 
is these detached loops of ether stress 
that form the electrical waves. 

It is somewhat difficult to form a 
clear mental picture of the electrosta- 
tic field in the vicinity of a varying 
or moving electrical charge, and the 
electrical wave formation at its bound- 
ary. Perhaps the best way is to 
imagine an electrical charge at a con- 
siderable elevation above the earth's 
surface. This is shown in Figure I., 
with the electrostatic field indicated 
by the four lines of force. If this 
charge were slowly lowered toward 
the earth, the lines of force would sim- 
ply shorten, until, as the charge 
reached the earth, they would entirely 
disappear. There would be but little 
radiation of electrical waves in this 
case. But now imagine that the charge 
fell to earth with very great velocity, 
in fact, that of light itself. The field 
still collapses as the charge nears the 
earth, but as the speed with which the 
lines of force can collapse, or shorten, 
is now merely that of the moving 
charge, the outside. longer lines of 
force cannot follow the motion of the 
charge, although the inner shorter 
lines are able to do so. This is shown 
in Figure 2, where the charge has 
fallen half way to earth. The inner 
pair of lines of force are collapsing as 
rapidly as the charge falls, but the 
outer pair, owing to their greater 
length, are becoming curiously distort- 
ed. In Figure 3 the charge has reached 
the earth, and tite inner pair of lines 
have entirely disappeared, but the 
outer pair are left standing, their in- 
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dues not proceed directly from the small area of the vibrating string, but rather from the broad surfaces of the violin body. to which the vibration of the string has been communicated. So it is with the %wireless antenna. This does not directly radiate electrical waves, hut communicates its electrical vibrations to the field of force sur- rounding it. whose wide surfaces act as the sounding board. or link between the electrical vibration on the antenna :ut'l the ether. 
ciinsidering the earth's 4nriace im- mediately surrounding the wireless -tation as flat. it is at once obvious that the further away from the earth 

% a place a charge, the wider will be 
ifs electrostatic field, and the larger the radiating surface. li we could imagine ourselves in the happy state 
of freedom from all limitation, financial and otherwise, and wished to construct an antenna capable of radiating very powerful electrical waves, we would naturally make it in the form of a very high vertical conductor. But, un- fortunately, questions of cost, and, finally, engineering difficulties in con- struction, soon limit man's vertical ex- cursions. It does not seem likely that we shall soon have vertical conductors 

much in excess of a thousand feet, un- less upheld by such temporary sup- ports as kites, nr. perhaps, aeroplanes or dirigible balloons. 
The new station shortly 

t1.er end having been carried down to the earth by the nnwentettt of the charge. These figures are really cross sections of the wave 1 i,rtnation. In Figure i, the standing- loops of other strain really form :t circular ripple around the place where the charge fell, and have already begun to move out- ward in all directions. 
These tigmres have been purposely nightly exaggerated in vertical dintett- 

-FAG. 1- 
siun, in order to make the formation of the wae a little clearer. As a matter 'Ji tact, the wave could not start quite so near the line of fall of the charge as is here indicated. 

As the -e waves can only start at the boundary of that portion of the field capable of entirely collapsing on the conductor carrying the varying or fall- ing charge, it is apparent chat the waves are not radiated directly from the :uttenna, but rather from points considerably outside. Radiation really takes place from an imaginary shell, surrounding the antenna, and distant from it perhaps a matter of miles. If electrical waves of the length em- ployed in wireless communication 
were as visible to our eyes as those of light, a radiating antenna would look like a vast elipsoidal shaft of light, from hundreds of feet to even miles in diameter, and considerably higher than the antenna itself. Within this shaft exist simply collapsing and ex- panding lines of force, that is to say, merely a varying electrostatic field. Without this space. we have also a varying field, but this is in the form of electrical waves, spreading outwards as a series of ever widening ripples. To radiate a large amount of energy is electrical waves, a large radiating surface t- required. To better appre- ciate the reason for this, an accoustical analogy may be of assistance. We are all familiar. with the fact that to ef- ficiently radiate sound waves, the vi- brating body must have considerable surface. The sound of a violin string 

to bd erect- 

- F1 G 2- 
cd at \\'ashint. *ton is a good example of the importance id vertical dimen- sion. This station will ,probably be the most powerful station in the United States, perhaps in the world. The an- tenna will be upheld by a cement shaft, t,;o feet high: the highest wireless structure in the world. with the excep- tion of the Eiffel Tower antenna. Anil. owing to the fact that the Eiffel Tower itself is not insulated front earth, this antenna is not as efficient as its length would indicate. 

The newt best thing we can do is 
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to spread out horizontally, after we 
have attained our limit in vertical di- 
mension. While this is by no means 
as good as increase in height, it does 
give a materially larger field, and con- 
sequently a larger radiating surface. 

For what may be well termed an 
"all around" antenna, that is to say, 

-FIG, 
one capable of sending and receiving 
equally in all directions, the so- called 
"umbrella" or pyramidal type is un- 
doubtedly the best. This the writer 
has verified by actual radiation meas- 
urement of antennae of the same 
height, but of different shapes. This 
form lends itself well to erection on a 

single cell support, or mast. The ribs 
of the umbrella are simply wires con - 
vérging to a point at the top, and 
stayed out in a wide ring around the 
mast, the lower ends coming near the 
earth, and being drawn in by nearly 
horizontal wires to the station at the 
hase of the mast. This form is shown 
in Figure 4. 

It not infrequently happens that we 
are limited not only in the matter of 
vertical dimension, but in certain hori- 
zontal dimensions as well. And, in 
addition, we often have available two 
neighboring elevated points of support. 
Under these conditions. the best form 
is the "T" antenna. stretching from 

-11421E** 
mast to mast. with its vertical portion 
depending from the middle of the hori- 
zontal part. A typical "'C" antenna is 

shown in Figure ;. 
On shipboard our available horizon- 

tal dimension: run "fore" and "aft." 

ELECTRICS 

and it is necessarily in this direction 
that the horizontal spread of the an- 
tenna must lie. The writer, although 
considering the "T" antenna t he sec- 
ond best form, wishes to point out that 
it is not perfect. It is slightly direc- 
tional, that is to say, radiates and re- 
ceives best in its own plane. -o that 
.m shipboard better sending and re- 
ceiving can be clone "fore and ait'' than 
..abeam." Unless the "T" antenna has 
much greater horizontal than vertical 
length, this directional effect is not 
serious, and often escapes observation. 
The writer has found by measurement, 
however, that the directional effect is 
always present in this type. 

A third form of antenna is the "L," 
or. more accurately speaking, the in- 
verted "L" type, differing only from 
tltc "T" antenna in that the vertical 
portion depends from one end of the 
horizontal, rather than from the mid- 
dle. This is shown in Figure o. Un- 
fortunately, this type is in too common 
use on shipboard, and at other stations 

where its its directional radiation and re= 
ceiving properties are disadvantageous. 
With this type, radiation is strongest 
in the direction opposite to that to 
which the free and points. and receiv- 
ing is best from a station lying in the 
direction of maximum radiation. For 
example, if an "L" antenna is erected 
on a vessel, with the vertical portion 
and wireless station aft, both sending 
and receiving will be at their best for 
stations lying astern. 

I t may be safely said that any de- 
parture from horizontal symmetry in 
a radiating or receiving antenna will 
cause it to become directional. And, 
as above stated, directional antenna 
are only permissible in certain well de- 
fined cases. The large Marconi stations 
at Glace Bay, Nova Scotia. and Clif- 
den. Ireland. are perhaps the best ex- 
amples of the properly used "L" an- 
tenna. These stations were built only 
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communicate with each other, and ive antennae of approximately 200 foot in height, and t.000 feet horizon - :.:I. At the eastern station. Clifden, the antenna runs nearly due east from 

the transmitting instruments, while at the western station, glace Bay, the an- 

-FICa.6- 
tenna runs west, so that the free ends u the antennae point away from each other. thereby securing the maximum radiation and reception. 

Without entering into the detailed explanation of this directional effect, it may be remarked that it is most ap- parent when receiving. In sending, after the wave has spread radially for 
a hundred wave lengths or so. inequal- ities in the distribution of wave energy begin to disappear, and at very great iistances, as Fleming has pointed out from theoretical considerations, and as the writer has to some extent proven 
by measurement, the intensity of the wave is sensibly the sanie in all direc- tions. it seems that however much the wave is distorted from the hemis- pherical shape at the start. it eventual - ly smoothes itself out and returns to this form. although the distortion may recognizably persist for many hun- .Ired wave -lengths. in receiving, the 

o 

-F1%.7'" 
directional effect is the same, regard - less of the distance. 

Another very commonly used an- tenna is the loop form, with two legs, or sides, grounded through different 

values of inductance. This may be constructed in outward similarity to any of the preceding types, and its ef- ficiency, directional and other proper- tie; depend upon the sanie considera- 
tions. In fact, the loop antenna oper- 
ates in precisely the saute way as does an ordinary -open" antenna, so far as the receipt of energy front a passing 
gave is concerned. After the energy 
has been captured by the antenna. the Ioop behaves in a very different man- 
ner front the ordinary antenna, but this is a matter coining under the head of receiving circuits rather than anten- 
nae, and so cannot be here taken up. Either the "T" .,r "L" antennae of Figures 4 and 5 may be made into loop antennae by simply bringing the two vertical leads down to the receiv- ing instruments separately, instead of joining their as shown in the figures. .\ fourth form of antenna, depending 

upon a distinctly different principle 
than the open antenna with ground connection, is the writer's ungrounded 
loop. This is essentially a simple 
closed circuit, in the form of a loop of wire enclosing a large area, erected in 
a vertical plane. Its operation depends 
upon the magnetic lines of force in the passing waves, rather than on the elec- irostatic component utilized by all other types. This is shown in Fig. 7. 

An electrical wave has two compon- ents, one, the electrostatic, which has already been mentioned: the other, the magnetic. The magnetic component is verywltere at right angles with the electrostatic lines, the magnetic lines forming closed horizontal rings about the transmitting antenna. When a closed circuit in the forni of a loop of wire in a vertical plane is placed at right angles to these magnetic lines of force. it is threaded thereby, and an electromotive force is set tip in the cir- cuit. resulting in a current flow arolnid 
the loop. Essentially. its operation is that of a closed loop of wire in a dy- namo armature, threaded by the mag- 
netic Ilex front the polepieces. With the ungrounded loop antenna, the pass- ing waves form the equivalent of pole 
pieces as they move past the loop, the magnetic lines first threading the loop iii one direction. then ceasing. then threading the loop again in the op- 
posite direction. and so on until the wave train lias passed. 

(To be Coutiu, a I) 
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New Eiffel Tower Plant 
1iY A. C. MARLOWE. 

Paris (.tirrclpulldcllt MODERN ELECTRICS 

For some years past it was desired 
to increase the capacity of the plant at 
the Eiffel Tower, but it is only within 
the last few months that the work of 
building the new station has been ac- 
tually carried out. What is desired in 
the present case is to provide a high 
power station which will be in keeping 
with the great height of the tower, 984 
feet, so that the proper advantages can 
be secured. This is far from being the 
case with the small station which is 
now in use. It was only intended as 
a temporary plant at the time when it 
was installed some years ago, and as 
it has hardly over 15 horse power, the 
full advantage of a tower of this height 
are far from being realized. 'The plan 
of building a high power station which 
would use at least too horse power 
could not be realized for a long period, 
owing to the various difficulties which 
arose in official circles. and it was only 
during the last year that it was defin- 

itely decided to erect the new plant. 
Wireless matters in France are en- 

tirely under the control of the State, 
owing to a decision which was made 
some years ago. Some of the coast 
stations belong to the navy department, 
while the remainder of the coast plants 
and the interior stations are controlled 
by the War Department, including the 
Tower plant. Capt. Ferrié. one of the 
leading military wireless engineers, and 
a corps of efficient officers and aides, 
have charge of the present plant at the 
Tower. and the new plant is being 
erected according to Capt. Ferrié's 
plans. During the last summer a def- 
inite agreement was made between the 
War Department and the city of Paris, 
so that the new station could be built. 
and the work was commenced during 
the latter part of the year. It has been 
carried out during the winter. and the 
station building is now nearing com- 
pletion. Nothing will be lacking to 
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Mediterranean region, and in Algeria 
and Tunisia, but when the increased range is secured by the aerial system, this will allow these posts to connect with Paris in turn. The aerial wires are to be laid out on a much more ex- tensive scale than was adopted for the old plant. 

As regards the plan of the under- ground station, we will mention some of the leading points, but the informa- tion as to these features is somewhat limited, at least at the present time, owing to the fact that it is impossible for anyone outside the military corps to visit the construction work. We are able to say, however, that the station 
is disposed so as to provide a series of chambers which surround a central 
area or small court, so that the latter will admit light to the different rooms 
and at the same time the principal 
aerial cable can be brought down through the middle space, where it will 

make it a nioilcl station. and it will be 
l iar the largest in Europe as regards 
the range. No doubt we will see >me unusual results as to the distance tu be covered, as this is the first time that the have the present conditions of high power and an aerial of such a great height. 

It was decided to build the new sta- tion entirely underground, and this was lone for two main reasons, the first of these being that the explosive report which is macle by the sparks coming from such high power apparatus can be heard for a considerable distance from the station, and an outsider who is familiar with reading messages by ear can easily take the messages in this way. It is, of course, quite necessary that the messages sent and received by the Government should be kept secret, 
and in tinte of war this would natural- ly be quite important. By placing the station underground, the noise of the spark cannot be heard in the neighbor- 
hood of the station, and this difficulty will therefore be overcome. Another 
reason is that the noise of the spark ex- plosion can be heard in the dwelling 
houses which border the Champ de Mars. and this would he quite objec- tionable. especially as the plant is op- erated during the night. For these two reasons it was decided to build the tower station underground. It is sit- uated about 450 feet from the centre of the tower, and occupies a rectangu- lar space of about 70 by 8o feet. Re- inforced concrete was chosen for build - ing the station. The accompanying 

photograph shows the appearance of the station in the present stage of the work, with the roofing completed. By the time the present account appears, 
there will be nothing visible above ground but the small central area 
xvhiclt serves for admitting daylight 
and for the passage of the aerial wire. 

As soon as the preliminary matters 
were settled. the work of construction 
was promptly commenced, as the War 
I )epartment wished to use the new sta- tu.n with its increased range at the ear- liest possible elate in order to be able 
tu connect in the proper manner with 
the other stations in France which are situated on the coast, and also to allow the smaller plants to connect with 
Paris. This cannot always be clone at present in the case of the posts tItich 
lie at some distance off. such as in the 

be connected to a large ground plate, this to be buried in the ground in the middle of the court. The surface of the ground plate is about óoo square me- ters. The various rooms which sur- round the court will be laid out to suit the requirements of the plant, both for the apparatus needed for the high power station and the accommodations 
for the personnel. Some of the rooms will be fitted out for the machine: and storage batteries, others for the space telegraphy apparatus of different kinds. Provision will also be made for arm - phony experiments, which will be one of the interesting features. As regards 
the apparatus to be used in th 2 station, we expect to give as full an account 
as can be obtained. during the succeed- ing period of the work, as at present the station building is not completed. It is quite probable that the type of 
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electrolytic detector which is designed 
by Capt. Ferrié with telephone re- 
ceiver will continue to be used in con- 
nection with the new apparatus, as it 

has given very good results in the old 
plant during the last year. The capa- 
city of the new apparatus will be some- 
where near too horse power, which 
will he much above what is used in the 
old station, as this does not exceed 15 

horse power. The other part of the 
underground space will be fitted out for 

the personnel of the plant as well as 

for storerooms, etc. There will be em- 
ployed about 20 persons, officers and 
men of the army corps, and suitable 
lodgings will be provided for these, 
kitchen, etc. 

While the tower has a great advan- 
tage on account of its height, it is not 
so favorably disposed as to the placing 
of the aerial, seeing that it does not lie 

in the centre of an extended area and 
for this reason it is not possible to bring 
down the aerial wires around the 
tower on all sides in what is known 
as the "umbrella" form, such as we 

find in many stations of large size on 
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pillars of this kind. Two additional 
pillars are to be placed at the sides 
and somewhat nearer the tower. as 

will be observed in the drawing, mak- 
ing six pillars in all. A 5- millimeter 
steel cable is used for the aerial. As 

the cables have a considerable weight, 
the proper means must be used for 

fixing them at the upper platform of 

the tower, and at the same time for in- 

sulating them properly. A good in- 

sulation is needed in this case, seeing 
that there will be a very high voltage 
on the aerial wire, and at the top of 

the tower this is estimated at t mil- 
lion volts. The best way of carrying 
this out is to use a separate insulator 
for each of the six cables, and in this 
way we can obtain the proper insula- 
tion without putting a too severe 
strain upon any one of the insulators. 
It would not be practicable to sup- 
port all the cables from a single in- 
sulator, as the strain upon this would 
he too great. Each of the cables will 
be anchored at the ground in a separ- 
ate column which will be built of ma- 
sonry and at some height above the 
ground, so that the ends of the cables 
will be well out of reach, thus avoid- 
ing any danger to the public. The col- 

umns will be surrounded by an iron 
fencing for the same reason. A se- 

ries of lighter cross -wires will connect 
the different aerial cables in order to 
form a network. after the usual meth- 
ods. From each cable there will de- 
scend a wire, and all the six wires are 
connected together at a point lying di- 

rectly above the underground plant, 
allowing a single wire to descend into 
the station. 

As this is the first time that a tower 
of loo meters has been used for an 

aerial telegraphy station, it will not be 

possible to predict the results which 
are to be obtained from it in the way 
of distance, but this will certainly he 

greater than what is covered by the ex- 

isting plants. The first experiments 
to be carried out when the station is 

completed will be to send messages to 

.America, and this will be very easily 
done. Messages are to be sent to the 

station which is already erected in 

New York for this purpose. As to the 
distance which can be covered, it has 

been thought that messages can he 

sent nearly around the globe. At any 
rate, we may expect some unusual re- 

sults. The Tower plant will occupy 

M.E. 

the continent, the Nauen plant in Ger- 

many, for instance. In fact, the tower 
is situated on the relatively narrow 
tract of the Champ de Mars, and the 

width has been still further reduced 
within a recent period, by building 
houses on a portion of it. The tower 
lies at one end of the area and not 
far from the Seine. so that for this 

reason it is not possible to bring down 

the wires in a circle around the base 

of the tower. They can only be 

brought down on one side, and thus 
within a comparatively limited area. 

In order to give the greatest spread 
possible for the aerial cables, they are 

anchored in masonry columns which 

are situated at the farther end of the 

park, and here will be located four 
i,'ontinued 011 P3 N.1 
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First Aerophone Automobile 
'+s 

The Radio Telephone Co. has recently performed some interesting experiments in Aerophony between a running automobile and a stationary plant. A short mast about io feet high was used as Antenna, while he "ground" was made by trailing a metalic net behind the automobile. The experiment was an entire success. Speech was transmitted both ways up to two miles. The voice at all times could be made out distinctly. 

A Powerful Electro- Magnet For Batteries 
Uy I f. W. `a-oa. 

The writer was once called upon to 
make an electro -magnet, to he used on 
dry batteries. for lifting purposes. The 
magnet proved so efficient that he has 
given the data on saine for the benefit 
(If NlootaiN I {I.EcTRI(s' readers. who 
might wish to make one. 

Get a piece of i>-t6 inch round, soft 
wrought iron bar, lung enough to bend 
to the shape shown in illustration, 
making the cores and yoke. The ar- 
mature is a piece of wrought iron also. 

Make two sheet iron sleeves. No. 24 
gauge, 41/2 inches long. which will just 
lit over the iron cores. Four fibre 
washers for spool ends, are made and 
held in place on the iron sleeves, by 
means of the 4 brass washers shown, 
1 -32 inch thick, soldered to the sleeve 
ends. Taper off the pole faces 1-32 
inch all around. leaving a magnetic 
contact face ! : inch diameter. 

The magnet spools should now he 
covered with 2 layers paper (4 mil.) 
between the spool ends, shellac, place 
in lathe, and proceed to wind on in 

even layers 14 lavers. No. 22 B. & S. 
S. C. C. magnet wire. Place spools on 
magnet cores as shown, and connect 
them in series. so that the resultant 
magnetic poles will he N. & S. This 
may he easily tested with a compass. 

The two pole faces should attract op- 
posite ends of the compass needles. 

In an actual test on to dry cells (15 
volts) the magnet took 0.95 ampere. 
and developed a lifting power of 50 
lbs. Of course, the strength will vary 
with the number of cells used. 
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EDITORIAL. 
This is a talk on advertising, and 

should be carefully read by every read- 
er tvlm has the welfare of MODERN 
E1.ruiRtcs at heart. 

I)uI it ever occur to you when you 
send your subscription to us, for which 
you pay one dollar. that it costs us ac- 

tually over $1.25 to get up 13 single 
issues? In other words, on each sub- 
scription we sell, we lose 25 cents. 
The printing of each single number 
costs us over 6 cents. "Then comes the 
expense of cuts, photographs, !nailing 
expense, honorary of the many articles, 
salaries paid to foreign correspondents, 
office expenses and a hundred smaller 
items, each adding to the cost. 

Our large news stand circulation is 
still more unprofitable, as we must sell 
each cony for 5 cents to the news com- 
pany handling the magazine. We lose 
about 6 cents on each copy we sell. 

We, therefore, must rely on our ad- 
vertising pages to cover our expenses, 
the same as every magazine. There is 
not a paper printed which could exist 
without its advertising. No matter 
how good or how well gotten tip a 
magazine is, it must rely on its adver- 
tising pages or perish. 

If you are a good observer the 
fact cannot escape your eyes that 
usually the magazines carrying a great 
amount of advertising present -their 
readers with an abundance of text mat- 
ter. as they can well afford to do so. 

On the other hand, the large amount 
of advertising obtained was solely due 
to the reader's efforts to help the maga- 
zine, as the magazine has helped and 
instructed the reader. We wish to im- 
press the important fact on every 
reader that there is something equally 
as important about a magazine than 
merely perusing its text pages. There 
is such a thing as duties of the reader 
towards his magazine. 

If you buy a wireless outfit you do 
not buy it for the sole purpose of look- 
ing at it. but you st'ish to hrinq out its 
hest points. It is your duty to bring 
out its best points, and you knew this 
before you bought it. By buying the 
outfit you assumed a certain obligation 
towards game. as it were. 

The same with your magazine. You 
wish to bring out its best points. nat- 
urally. You assume a certain obliga- 
tion towards it. as soon as you start 
reading it. the wireless outfit. it 
will not "go- without your co- opera- 
tion and without your assistance. You 
must help and co- operate i f you wish 
to see this magazine to be the greatest 
of its kind. 

Consider the advertiser for a second. 
1 le hnvs a page which is worth thirty- 
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live dollars. or smaller space at a pro- And. before all. do not fail to get Iuortiunate figure. Like yourself, he all the catalogs and literature you see 
has no money to throw away. //is ad- advertised. You will need them when 
. rrtisinq crust pat hint, or else he is you least expect it. and before all you 
fi'reed to seek a publication whose will save money. 
readers are known to take as much in- And then, when sending your order 
serest in the advertising section as in maybe weeks or months later. do not 
the text. fail to say that you became acquainted 

The reader should always bear in %with the advertiser through MODERN 
mind when perusing advertisements l'.t.Ecrtttt s. It will pay yon. hint -and 
that the advertiser flisplaving only one ns. 
or two articles. usually makes or han- 
dles probably a great many more, and TO DESTROY BATTLESHIPS 
while the reader will not always need WITH MAGNETS. 
the few advertised articles. he would Naval Constructor Ifollman. of the unquestionably find what he really t;erman Navy. has patented a device needed in the catalogue or literature. to destroy battleships of the Dread- procured from the advertiser. nought class. Compared with this There are advertisements which very newest engine of war the Zeppelin likely do not interest you at all. [low- dirigible airship. which aims, among ever, if von really knew what the ad- other things. to drop explosives on an vertiser had to -ay you would quite enemy's ships and towns. seems harm - likely change your mind. less. 

\Dist :dyertisements are like a the- Ilnllman's device is an enormous 
:iter curtain. You may not particular- electro magnet capable of being 
Iv like the curtain. but once it is raised charger) up to 20.000 volts. With such you forget the curtain. and your inter- ;t tii;tgnet. he says. he can attract by est is centred on the stage. magnetic attraction any battleship i'lte saine with the average "ad." It within a radius of seven miles. He usually hides a good catalogue. and it believes that a magnet can he made 
is your duty to possess it. powerful enough to attract a whole \s this magazine absolutely quaran- fleet of warships and draw them into tees the reliability of its advertisers, shallow water. where they will run every reader is fully protected. It is aground and be at the mercy of heavy impossible for any one to lose money artillery ashore. 
sent to advertisers. as \ionERN ELF.c- 

I !oilman declares most seriously that 
rust's makes good every time. the amount of metal in the battleships 

There are several cases on record of to -day will only intensify the force 
where this magazine has refunded of his Magnets. Anchors and the ship's 
money to readers who sent money to engines will be powerless. he says. 
advertisers who became bankrupt dur- against the magnet's attractive force. 
ing the panic last year. The magnet. or a battery of them. 

Most readers would he astonished to should be established. according to the know how much advertising is refused ideas of Naval Constructor i lollman. at right along from unreliable persons or the mouth of a river or in some favor - 
for "scheme ads." etc. able submerged positron along the 

l'oti never see in the advertising coast where the enemy could not read - 
section patent medicine advertise- ily detect it. 
ntents. "electrical" hair cotnh: and The rest is easy. Along comes a other impossible schemes. which only hostile tleet to blockade a port or born- 
serve to extract money from credulous bard a town or even steam tip the readers. river. The moment the ships get 

If vim see a doubtful advertisement within magnet -range the operator in 
in this magazine you may rest assured charge of the station turns on the that it is not doubtful at all upon in- power and the ships are drawn to the 
vestigation. Each will stand the "acid shore, to be captured or demolished. test." If you do not believe some of There are electro magnets in several the statements made, do not discredit of the German shipyards capable of the advertisement, but let the adver- lifting a dead weight of 50.000 pounds. tiser "show you." He will be only too The Hollman magnet is designed to 
glad to do so. lift a battleship. 
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A Modern Static Machine 
BY OUR BERLIN 

The present engraving shows one 
of the latest large static machines, fur - 
nishing- cotvtrary to other like ma- 
chines -pure "direct current," in "con- 
tinuous sparks," the same as a spark 
coil. 

The middle plate is fixed while there 
is a rotating plate at each side, rotat- 
ing in opposite directions to each 
other. 

CORRESPONDENT. 

These machines are made especial- 
ly for X -Ray work, for which direct 
current is required. 

The large size machine gives a spark 
200 millimeters 111 inches) long and 
a tension of 135,000 volts. A current 
of 500 -600 micro- amperes is furnished. 
The diameter of the rotating plates is 
55 centimeters (21V: inches) 1 -6 h. p. 
is used to operate the machine. 

CONSTRUCTION OF SMALL 
SWITCHBOARDS. 

It is annoying to have to. unscrew a 
small laboratory switchboard in order 
to wire it for a new instrument or to 
test a circuit, but this can be easily 
avoided, and a neater appearing job can 
be had by hinging the switchboard to 
the wall. The hinges are attached to 
one side of the hoard and all the wires 
of the board are led to this side, where 
they are bunched and a piece of "Cir- 
cular Loom" slipped over them. In 
this way they do not interfere with the 
swinging of the board. A small hook 
and screw -eve are used to hold the 
other side of the board to the wall. By 
swinging the board out, all the wiring 
is exposed to view, and any instrument 
may be installed, or any circuit tested. 
without the inconvenience of taking 
down the board. 

J. M. WAt.stt. 

NOVEL ELECTRIC SAFE ALARM. 
A very effective alarm for a safe is 

macle as follows: An arc carbon is 
hung from a spiral spring in such way 
that it hears very lightly upon the end 
of a screw with a platinum point. A 
battery and galvanometer are connect- 
ed through the contact and with an ad- 
justable resistance in circuit. We ad- 
just the latter so that the galvanometer 
needle comes to zero, and lies in the 
middle between two contact points 
without touching them. Should the 
carbon contact be disturbed, the needle 
comes against one of the contacts, and 
this is made to ring a hell at a distance. 
Should the wire he cut, the result is the 
sanie. as the circuit is opened. If the 
two outside wires are connected to- 
gether so as to short circuit the device, 
this action cuts out the resistance and 
the needle conies against the second 
contact, owing to the increased cur- 
rent. 
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Concerning Storage Batteries 
I;y L. C. W titTT.% t:Ett. 

\n accumulator. storage. or secondary 
battery is a battery in which chemical 
.uud not electrical energy is stored. The 
process of charging with an electric cur- 
rent is merely changing the state of ag- 
gregation of the chemicals contained in 
the cell. .\ f ter a cell has been discharged 
the chemicals therein are inactive. It 
now remains for the electric current 
in some outside source to decompose 
the inactive substance and to reunite the 
products Of decomposition so as to make 
them chemically active with reference to 
each other. ')'Iris process is called 
"charging" the cell. Before proceeding 
with the way that this is accomplished 
we will consider the make -up of the cell. 

The lead -lead storage battery has an 
dd number of plates. usually one noes; 

negative than positive. This brings a 
negative plate at each end of a series if 
plates. as in Fig. 1. 

The negative plate consists of a lead 
"grid" or framework. in the interstices .f which is placed a paste made of lith- 
arge t ()ride of lead) and sulphuric acid. 
The positive plate is filled with the red 
lead. ( In forming the litharge of the 
negative plate changes to metallic "gray" 
lead : that of the positive plate changes 
to peroxide of lead. 

t ;ray lead. or "sponge" lead. as its 
name implies. is of a. slate color and is 
easily scored with the finger nail. It is 
all allotropic form of metallic lead and 
may be reduced to the latter state by 
heat. 

The positive plate, now containing the 
peroxide, has a velvety. chocolate -brown 
appearance and is very bard. t )nl a 
bright surface on either of these grid: 
wí11 be affected by the sulphuric acid. be- 
cause, in its action with lead, it forms an 
insoluble sulphate coating which protects 
the grid from further reaction. 

The electrolyte. or solution, consists of 
one part of chemically pure sulphuric 
acid. 11.,ti( ),, diluted with five parts of 
distilled water. I'hc acid should always 
be poured into the water. The specific 
;gravity of the electrolyte of the cell when 
charged should be between 1201)° an'I 
1250 °. 

\ \'hen either sponge lead or peroxide 
oi lead k in the presence of sulphuric 

acid, there is a reaction between the two, 
provided the circuit is closed, by which 
booth the sponge lead and the peroxide 
are changed to sulphates. These reac- 
tious are represented below: 
t Negative plate )- 

I'b( )- }- Ii_SO.= l'bS( ),+ 11. 
t Positive plate )- 

l'bO, +Ii,SO,= l'bSO, +l I,O +U. 
I:y adding these equations we obtain 

the equation of charging and discharg- 
ing. 

l'h+ )'loos +2H,S0,= 2l'bSO, +2I I,O. 
For charging, the equation is read to- 

ward the left: for discharging it is read 

- FIG 1- 

t. 'ward the right. 
I rom this equation it trill he seen that 

Irtrt of the sulphuric acid is decomposed, 
going to make lead sulphate and water. 
This water dilutes the electrolyte and 
thereby reduces its specific gravity. 

Lead sulphate is a %white powder of ex- 
tremely low conductivity. Should much 
of this be formed, the internal resistance 
of the cell would be greatly augmented 
and thereby lower its efficiency. There 
is also another serious trouble which 
arises from lead sulphate. This chemical 
requires much more space per unit 
weight than either gray lead or peroxide 
of lead : accordingly, if much of this is 
formed, and inure especially if formed 
quickly. "buckling" of the plates re- 
sults. I f this proceeds far enough it 
may cause an internal short circuit or 
'nay cause the active material to become 
loosened front its grid. technically called 
"shedding." 
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Duckling results when the cell is dis- 
charged too quickly. when it is over dis- 
charged or overcharged. When the volt - 
age drops below 1.8 it is a sign that the 
cell needs recharging. This should he a 

danger si{,mal which should always he 
heeded. 

Fig. 2 represents the charge and dis- 
charge of a cell diagramatically. The 
time of charge and discharge is plotte,i 
along the horizontal axis: the voltage 
:long the vertical axis. 

Charging, except when forming the 
plates, begins at about 2 volts; then rises 
to 2.3. . \t this point gas is evolved. The 
voltage remains nearly constant now for 
several hours, when it begins to rise rap - 
idly till it reaches 2.5 volts and some- 
times 2.8. On opening the charging cir- 
cuit the voltage rapidly falls to 2.2. On 
beginning the discharge it falls to 2 05. 
in about a quarter of an hour, the volt - 
age is down to 2. Here it remains near- 
ly constant till it reaches 1.0, when it 
begins to fall suddenly. . \t this point 
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the cell should be recharged. 
The "formation" of the cell takes con- 

siderably longer than for an ordinary re- 
charge. The time varies between 35 and 
45 hours. The current used for form- 
ing, and likewise for recharging, should 
be about 10 per cent. higher in voltage 
than the subsequent output of the cell. 
From 8 to 10 amperes are allowed per 
square foot of surface on the positive 
plates. More than this will not hasten 
the reduction of the lead oxide but will 
be wasted in decomposing the water in 
the cell. This phenomenon is technically 
known as "boiling." 

After the cell is first formed, it should 
be half discharged and then recharged 
for three or four times. It does not at- 
tain its maximum efficiency until this has 
been repeated about twelve or fourteen 
times. 

l_)rdinary recharging takes about ten 
hours. When the cell is charged to its 
full capacity. the electrolyte assumes a 

milky appearance. due to the oxygen lib- 
erated at the positive plate. This shows 
that this plate has absorbed as much 
oxygen as it is capable of. Toward the 
end of the charging process, the voltage 
may he increased to 15 per cent. or 20 
per cent. 

The ampere hour capacity of a cell 
may be roughly calculated from the 
amount of active material upon the 
plates. l'or one ampere hour, to be dis- 
charged in eight or ten hours, .53 ounce 
of active material is needed on each place 
if the cell is made up of two plates; half 
this quantity is needed on each plate if 
the cell is made tip of four plates, etc. 
For a five hour discharge rate, .6 ounce 
is allowed ; for a three hour rate. .7 

ounce; for a one hour rate, 1 ounce. 
The storage cell requires constant care. 

The specific gravity of the electrolyte is 

continually fluctuating on account of 
evaporation and chemical action. More 
water and acid must be added if the sur- 
face of the solution is less than one -half 
inch above to top of the plates. Failure 
to do this will result in injury to the 
plates. 

CARBON MELTED AT LAST? 
An Italian scientist, M. de la Rosa, 

finds that the singing arc under some 
conditions has a higher temperature 
than the ordinary arc. In a paper pre- 
sented to the Academie des Sciences, he 
describes his experiments upon the fu- 
sion of carbon at this high 'heat, and 
by placing powdered carbon in the arc 
he claims to have melted it and even 
to have obtained minute crystals which 
he hopes to prove are of the same na- 
ture as the diamond, should he produce 
enough of them to make a conclusive 
test. 

W. A. O. A. 
The Wireless Associa- 

tion of America, headed 
by America's foremost 
wireless men, has only 
one purpose: the ad- 
vancement of "wireless." 

I f you are not a member as yet, do not 
fail to read the announcement in the 
January issue. No fees to be paid. 

Send today for free membership card. 
Join the Association. It is the most 
powerful wireless organization in the 
U. S. It will guard vonr interest when 
occasion arises. 
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The Magnetoscope 
This is a new French article, and is 

used to measure comparatively the 
magnetic strength of magnets of same 
size and of same dimensions. 

This instrument will be used widely 
by manufacturers who use 
large quantities of magnets, 
and who desire to produce ab- 
solutely uniform goods. 

The instrument is further- 
more used to verify the con - 
servation or the loss of the 
magnetic strength, after a first 
reading has been taken. 

This instrument is not elec- 
tric; it is, in fact, very simple, 
having nothing but a spring, 
hand and soft iron movable ar- 
mature. 

The rnagnetoscope is placed 
between the two poles of a 
magnet, as our engraving 
shows. It will he seen that the 
dial containing the numbers 
does not move, but when 
grasping the rim of the instru- 
ment, the mechanism bearing 
the hand, will turn in either 
direction. 

At a certain point there will be rupture. the hand returning abrupt- 

ly to zero. This is occasioned by the 
counteracting effect of the springy, 
which at that point overcomes the 
magnetic attraction of the magnet. 

"Che number obtained at point of 

rupture is carefully noted and inscribed 
on the magnet for later reference. 

YOUNGEST WIRELESS OPERA- 
TOR. 

When the Mallory line steamer Nue- 
ces came in she brought with her the 
youngest operator who ever worked 
the wireless telegraph on shipboard. 
He is Master Raymond Caldwell, of 
Tampa, Fla., who was working in the 
place of the regular operator. 

Voting Caldwell is 15 years old. 
When the Nueces reached Tampa 

a couple of weeks ago the regular oper- 
ator became ill. There was no person 
to take his place and the company ap- 
pealed to young Caldwell to make the 
trip. It was his first voyage and he 
was sick the last three days. He has 
enjoyed the experience, but says he 
prefers a good job on land to one on 
the ocean deep. IIe hopes the sea will 
smooth down fnr the return trip. 

WIRELESS VS. WIRE TELE- 
GRAPH. 

The French Government is taking 
measures to provide for cases where 
the telegraph should fail, as for in- 
stance, during the recent strike of the 
employes, as it is feared 4hat similar 
troubles may occur in the future. Wire- 
less messages will be sent in such cases, 
and a good system is now being organ- 
ized for the purpose. This will be com- 
pleted before the 1st of June, as at this 
time there are some disturbances 4o be 
expected. The idea is to send war ves- 
sels provided with apparatus and have 
a vessel stationed at each of the prin- 
cipal ports on the channel, the Atlan- 
tic and the Mediterranean, so that the 
whole country, with Paris as a centre, 
will be covered in this way. 
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tIInrrrspnnbpnrr 
H. Gernsback, Editor, 

New York City. 
Dear Sir: 

I am enclosing herewith the diagram 
of looped aerial connections that I am 
now using. I at first used the circuit 
outlined in a recent issue of MODERN 
ELECTRICS, but found it was too hard 
to handle on account of the variable 
condenser which had to be very care- 
fully adjusted to get any good results. 

This method of connecting is used 
by the United Wireless Company in 
most of their stations, and I think it 
is about the best yet. My aerial at 
the present time is but 28 feet above 
the ground and but 6 feet above the 
roof of the house. 

I have heard all the large stations 
in the vicinity and all the stations in 
and about New York. Cape Henlo- 
pen, Atlantic City, Fire Island, Wash- 
ington, D. C. (Q. I.) and other com- 
mercial stations. 

It is comparatively easy to construct 
the tuning coils in this set, but extreme 
care must be taken with the condenser, 

I experimented a long while before I 
found the correct capacity. There 
should be 180 square inches in the two 
plates. The rolled type is the best to 
use. though fair results can he had 
with other types. 

My aerial is of .Vo. 20 Guh'ani:ed 
Iron Wire, seven strands (four on one 

tuner and three on the other) and is 

just 80 feet long. 
My headphones are of the single 

pole type wound to the resistance of 
3.000 ohms. I use the Silicon Detec- 

tor, as I found that the above tuner 
works best with it. 

I loping that it will be of interest to 
some of the readers of MouhxN Er.Ec- 
TRlcs. I am. 

Yours truly, 
E. L. MCCASKEV. 

Darby, l'a., May 22, 1909. 

H. Gernsback, t:diior. 
Dear Sir: 

A short time ago I performed an un- 
usual and interesting experiment. It 
was in the evening, I desired to con- 
struct an indoor wireless outfit. but the 
spark coil was not in working order, 
so I decided to try a static machine in- 
stead. The sending and receiving sta- 
tions were on tables about twelve feet 
apart. The aerials were of No. 16 bare 
copper wire about eighteen inches 
long, and the ground was a single No. 
24 copper wire. The sending station 
consisted of a Holtz static machine 
and the receiving station of a detector. 
battery, and telegraph sounder. I 
had no good receiver. The detector 
was the one described on page 352 of 
InDERN ELECTRICS. The sounder 
worked a few times. but the metal parts 
became so heavily charged that it 
would not move. I kept the static 
machine running. and soon noticed 
something peculiar in the air. The 
sparking between the balls stopped and 
the atmosphere of the room became 
heavily charged with electricity. As I 
stood by the sending aerial I could feel 
the electrical action working strongly 
in my hair : there were two people with 
nte. and the action was felt in the far- 
thest parts of the room. All the iron - 
work nearby was so heavily chargers 
that one could get a spark by holding 
out his hand towards it. The spark 
thus received made a snapping noise. 
but gave no shock. T tried to readjust 
the sounder. but it would do nothing 
but give nie sparks. 

The experiment was repeated a few 
nights later. , but the result was the 
same. I then tried to use a Leyden 
jar for sending. but when charged and 
connected to ground and aerial it watt: l 

give no heavy spark. as usual. but a 

stream of small sparks would pass he- 
tween the ball and the discharger. 

I remain. yours very respectfully. 
I I. L. CARVER. 

Marion. Iowa. April 19. 1. 
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A Handy Switch 
By II. I,t{RNSI\l'I:. 

The writer was lice called upon to 
.Ieeise a small automobile switch 
which -hould do the following: 

'''ttrn on the electric headlights, then 
headlights and sidelights, then side - lights and tail -light, all lights together. 
or eke each set of lights independently 
from all others. 

The problem was not as easy as it 
looked and after several trials the wri- 
ter constructed the switch as shown 
in illustration. 

I. represents the switch arm which. 
at the free end is widened contrary to 
usually -witch arms. Three recesses 
.ire funned (see separate sketch) which 
engage with the switch points. 

Points A. I., C. are spaced evenly 
and are just far enough apart that the 
t wo end recesses of the switch arm 
cover either A and B or B and C. C. 
D. E and .F are spaced in such a wav 
that the recesses of the switch arm will 
either cover C. I) and E. or I). E 
and F. 

Connections are made as shown. 
If the center of switch arm is at 

point A, the light a tor lights) will light. If the arm covers points A and B. 
lights a and h light. At B only h alone 
lights. Over It and C. h and c will 
light. . \t C. light c only lights. At E. 
a. h. c. or all lights arc connected. 

When used as automobile switch, a 
represented the headlights: h. side- 
lights ; c. tail -light. 

This switch will prove very handy 
for wei.reless work and for other pur- 
po -es as well. 

\nv experimenter can make it with- 

out much trouble. The switch arm, L, 
is made of a stiff piece of brass strip. 
'l'he recesses are formed by means of 
a blunt iron or steel point. The base. 
S. may he of wood or hard rubber. 
Switch points are obtained from any 
house carrying experimenter's supplies, 
at tritlinv cost. 

Connections should be made from 
the back. of course. 

LIGHTNING DETECTOR. 
The other day while experimenting 

with my wireless outfit I found that I 
could hear lightning flashes about to 
miles distant far better without a de- 
tector than with one. First I con- 
nected one dry cell in series with de- 
tector and telephone receiver (75 
ohms) but could only faintly hear the 
(lashes, then f used detector without 
battery with a little better result. Last- 
ly, I used telephone receiver alone con- 
nected with aerial and ground, and 
could hear every flash plainly. 

I wish some readers would try the 
-ame experiment, using a tuning coil. I 
think better results might he obtained. 

[(naERT F. ADAMS. 

NEW EIFFEL TOWER PLANT 
tContlnned from Page 94) 

a leading position among the Euro- 
pean stations, and not only will it be 
able to connect with all the posts on 
the continent, but many of these lat- 
ter will now be brought within range 
-o as to signal to Paris, which can- 
not be (lone with the present aerial. 
The wave -length which is to be given 
by the station will probably be in the 
neighborhood of 6,000 feet. 

W. A. O. A. 
The Wireless Associa- 

tion of America, headed 
by America's foremost 
wireless men, has only 
one purpose: the ad- 
vancement of "wireless." 

f f you are not a member as yet, do not 
fail to read the announcement in the 
fanuary issue. No fees to be paid. 

Send today for free membership card. 
Join the Association. 
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"Via Wireless" 

Courfn/ N. Y. Tomes. 

Parts EP#frr 
RECENT AEROPHONE WORK. 

Some interesting experiments in 
aerophone work were carried out not 
long since between the Eiffel Tower 
and a plant which is located at Melun, 
some 3o miles distant. This is not the 
first time that the aerophone has been 
made to work between these two 
points. Dr. De Forest had successful 
results in this case during his visit to 
Paris, and during a recent period two 
officers, Lieutenants Jeance and Colin, 
were able to cover the distance with 
apparatus designed by them. However, 
the apparatus which they used was de- 
signed on the Poulsen principle. In 
the most recent experiments between 
Paris and Melun, they used an 
apparatus which is said to be de- 
signed on a new principle, de- 
parting from the methods usually 
employed for aerophone work. The 
principle of the new apparatus is 
kept secret. An official test was car- 
ried out, in which the Minister of the 
Marine was stationed at Melun and 
received the message. These were 
very clear and distinct, and there are no 
outside noises heard in the receiver to 

interfere with the sounds of the voice. 
The results from the new apparatus 
are very encouraging, and further ex- 
periments are to be carried out in the 
near future. 

PARIS - AMERICA WIRELESS 
NOW. 

Not long since, the Eiffel Tower 
plant succeeded in making connection 
with the station at Glace Bay, Canada, 
and was thus able to send messages 
for the first time across the Atlantic, at 
a distance of over 3,000 miles. This 
was carried out with the (present low - 
power plant, as the new station has not 
yet been completed. Messages could 
be caught which were being sent from 
Glace Bay to Cliffden, in Ireland, 
these two posts being 2,5oo miles 
apart. The present results were ob- 
tained by Capt. Ferrié. 

TIME BY WIRELESS TO SEA. 

Some time ago the question came up 
at Paris of transmitting the time to ves- 
sels at sea by wireless. and it was de- 
cided to carry this nut. as it 
would he a great benefit to the marine. 
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pulsatory current into the line. For 
the receiver there is used what is 
known as a "mono- telephone," consist- 
ing of a metal disc of some thickness 
which is substituted for the usual diaphragm, and it is held fixed in such way that it will only vibrate and give 
a musical note when a current of a cer- tain frequency is received. correspond- 
ing to the pitch of the tuning fork at the other end. We thus have a selec- 
tive system. Fork No. t acts together with mono- telephone No. 1; fork No. 2 with mono -telephone No. 2, and so on. 
All the current; from the forks can 
pass over the line without interfering, 
and are selected out by the mono -tele- 
phone. To make the signals, we use 
a key in the circuit of each fork so as to make Morse signals, and these are read by ear in the mono -telephone. 
From 12 to 18 messages can be sent over the line at the same time, and 
these do not interfere with each other, seeing that the mono- telephone is only sensitive to the pulsatory current com- ing from one particular tuning fork. A double line is needed in this case, but 
Prof. Mercadier stated to the writer that he was making tests with the aid 
of the Government between Paris and Lyons with a view of using a single line wire and a ground connection. In practice the mono-telephones are mounted so as to work as relays and to close a local circuit. This is done 
by causing the strong vibration of the 
disc to produce a mechanical action. 
and to push up the end of a lever which 
rests upon it. thus breaking contact 'be- 
tween the disc and 'the lever. 

STERILIZING MILK BY ELEC- 
TRICITY. 

Accordingly measures are being taken 
to install an apparatus of a special de- 
sign upon the 'Power. Signals will be 
-ent at midnight so as to indicate the 
hour. The war vessels of the fleet as 
well as other vessels equipped with 
wireless posts will receive the time 
each day in this way. The Paris Ob- 
servatory will transmit the time to the 
tower by telegraph. Parliament has 
recently voted a credit for the purpose 
'i establishing the system. 

NEW FRENCH BATTERY. 
. \mong the recent French electrical 

patents is a primary battery which util- 
izes scrap iron. It is patented by V. 
feanty (No. 391,322). The battery is 
claimed to give a steady voltage for a 
considerable time. The cathode con - 
sists of iron scrap which fills a com- 
partment, in which is a copper wire 
which acts as a conductor. A double 
sulphate of iron and ammonia forms 
the cathode liquid. For the anode there 
is used a porous vessel containing a 
carbon electrode. When the battery 
works, the iron combines with the sul- 
phuric acid of the salt in order to form 
sulphate of iron. Ammonia is thus 
given off, and it acts to decompose the 
sulphate of iron, thus regenerating the 
sulphate of ammonia. The iron is pre- 
cipitated in the form of oxide. Owing 
to this effect, the liquid of the cathode 
remains constant and does not need to 
be renewed. In the porous cup with 
the carbon anode is placed strong sul- 
phuric acid with a little bromine, and 
the latter serves as a depolarizer. Hy- 
drobromic acid is formed, but this is 
acted upon by the sulphuric acid so as 
to set free the bromine, and the sul- 
phuric acid is reduced to sulphorous 
acid. The battery thus works for a 
1. mg time without removal of the liquid. 

NEW MULTIPLEX TELEG- 
RAPHY. 

Experiments have been carried on 
with Prof. Mercadier's system of mul- 
tiple telegraphy between Paris and 
Marseilles. a distance of over Soo miles. 
with good results. The principle of 
vibratory currents is employed. On 
the same line there are placed a num- 
ber of vibratory transmitters and at 
the other end a like number of receiv- 
ers. The transmitter is composed of 
a tuning fork, which is made to vibrate 
by an electromagnet and it sends a 

Some interesting experiments are be- 
ing made at the Paris University by 
Prof. Henry with the mercury vapor 
lamp in quartz tube. While a glass 
tube cuts off nitra- violet rays, the 
quartz allows them to pass. and these 
rays have a high intensity. He suc- 
ceeds in sterilizing milk by treating it 
with the rays for a short time. The ef- 
fect of the rays is remarkable in many 
ways. Cancer upon animals can be 
cured by a few exposures to the rays. 
A most practical result is that of ster- 
ilizing water. and the action of the rays 
is very efficient in destroying the mi- 
crobes. 
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Eirparintritt 
A Perikon Detector 

liv LEWIS W. 1tLOPFER 

Of the many detectors that have been 

invented and are being invented daily, 
few have found so much favor as the 
perikon. Many of the Government and 
commercial stations are using the peri- 
kon type now. This is due to its sim- 
plicity of adjustment, construction and 
operation. 

It consists primarily of two metallic 
elements having a variable contact with 
each other. Its action is twofold: with 
a battery in circuit it is like a coherer, 
while without a battery the action is 

thermo-electric. 
This detector also proves the ideal one 

for the experimenter. Several private 
stations about Washington, D. C., are 
able to hear the large 35 K. W. station 
at Key West. Fla., very clearly by use 

of this detector, a distance of about nine 
hundred miles. 

To make this detector, two brass cups. 

as shown in Fig. 1, must be turned. 
These are to hold the elements. A hole 

ME. -FIG.. 4_- 

is drilled in the hack of each and tapped 
with :ut 8/32 thread tu receive the end 

of the rods. Figs. 1. 2. 3. The rods are 

threaded. as shown. 
\ hase of sonie hard wood is made, 

distensions 4 inches long. 3 inches wide. 
1/2 inch thick. I doles for the binding 
posts are made in the middle of the base. 

3/4 inch from either end. The posts 

should be of the double type. The holes 
through which the rods pass will have to 
he reamed out a little in order that the 
rods may fit. The points of the thumb 
screws on the top of the post will need 
to be filed off fiat that the necessary pur- 
chase may be obtained on the rods. 

The minerals used are zincite and cop- 
per pyrites. They are to be obtained 
from supply houses at small expense. 
The cups should be filled with melted 
solder and the crystals pressed into this 

vc_ 

B 

-FIG-5.- 

while it is hot. About five pieces should 
be put in each cup, all of one kind being 
placed in the same cup. \ rubber han- 
dle is placed on one end of one rod after 
the cup has been placed onto the other 
end. The other rod is mounted with the 
other cup and the adjustment screw and 
spring, to vary the contact between the 
elements. .\ small piece of brass tubing 
li acts as a bushing between the thumb- 
nut and binding post. 

The finished instrument should appear 
as in rig. 4. To get the best results two 
thousand ohm phones should he used. 
The connections are made as in Fig. 5. 

The detector is at its best when sounds 
from a buzzer are heard the loudest. 
When once adjusted this detector gives 
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excellent results. For long distances one 
dry cell and a potentiometer must he 
u,c i to furnish the current. five lia- 

grams are given for connections, and 
either gives good results. 

NO WIRELESS DANGER. 
LONDON. -William Marconi has 

sent an interesting letter to The Lon- 
don Times with reference to various 
statements in the English medical press 
dealing with "certain noxious physical 
effects alleged to be produced upon 
wireless telegraphic operators in the 
cortrse of their employment." 

\Ir. Marconi declares that his own 
experience supplies no evidence what - 
ever in support of the report "of a 
medical rftficer in the French Navy. 
who is pleased to attribute to the prac- 
tice of wireless telegraphy the oectlr- 
rence within his observation of various 
rases of conjunctivitis. keratiitis. cor- 
neal ulceration. lettkoma. innctioual 
c:lnliac, and ether formidable- .nnndiniz 
maladies. and collirotes: 

"I %Ilriuug the 12 years iil' .i uit Mil' 
perations we have had to deal with 

ii i single ca -e iii eolmpellsatioll f1-)r any 
ininre of this origin. ni ir. so tar as I 

can ascertain. has any such ininry been 
suffered. 'peaking for myself. I may 
remark that Inv own food health leas 
never been Metter than dnrint; the of- 
ten extended periods when I have been 
exposed for many hours daily to the 
conditions now challenged. and in the 
con-t :Inl nrigltborbood f electrical 
discharges at ,vltr tramu.atlantir station 

iticll. I In lieve. are the most powerful 
in the world." 

"I observe that at least one daily 
newspaper seems to have pressed the 
reports to which I have alluded into 
the service of a further theory that 
electric waves as used in wireless teleg- 
raphy may he harmful not only to the 
operators, but to the world at large. 
This suggestion is a very familiar one 
to nte. but hitherto. I confess. it has 
reached nie only through the letters of 
the insane persons who occasionally 
besiege me with accusations and 
threats in respect to the tortures which 
they imagine me to he continually and 
of malice aforethought inflicting upon 
them by the practice of wireless teleg- 
raphy." 

A SIMPLE HOME MADE 
BATTERY. 

.\ simple battery may be made by 
procuring two plates of carbon eight 
by four and '/q inch thick. Also a zinc 
plate of the same size. The zinc plate 
is placed between the carbon plates 
and separated from them by , inch. 
The two carbon plates are connected 
together. A clamp may be made by 
musing two pieces of parathned wood or 
other acid proof and insulating ma- 
terial. Each seven inches long, four 
inches square and two pieces seven 
inches long, t by . inches. The two 
t inch pieces are placed on the outside 

n.E. 

and the plates are fastened in between. 
Four -inch bolts will hold these to- 
gether. A glass jar six by eight inches 
is used. 'lie solution is made of dis- 
solved sodium hichromate with a gal - 
lon of water. and adding slowly a 
pound of strong sulphuric acid. When 
it begins to get weak add a little more 
acid. 'l'he plates should never he left 
in the solution unless in ttsc. 

Contrihtttvd by 
I;vol ; C. Hn \ttNSrER. 
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Wireless Recorder 
BY CLARENCE W. WINCHELL. 

There are, at present, many amateurs 
who give up experimenting because they 
could not read the signals. Because of 
this reason their instruments were dis- 
carded. but if they rescue a few of the 
useless instruments they may, with lit- 
tle work, make a recorder. The standard 
ink writer on the American market is out 
of reach of nearly every amateur experi- 
menter. 

I f you pick out some of the old in- 
struments, such as the coherer, deco - 
herer, choke coils, tuner, relay, motor, 
brass pieces, telegraph sounder and the 
dry cells that are now used to run the 
little motor which is in danger of burn- 
ing out most of the required material is 

at hand. Then repair to the tool kit for 
solder and the wood working tools. Get 
a tin baking powder can and your neces- 
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sities are complete. 
First prepare a base on which you will 

mount the motor, cylinder and sounder. 
Get a long brass bolt and a nut to fit. 

File the nut thin if you are not going to 
tap a brass standard. Solder the bolt 
to the exact center of the lid of the can 
and solder the smooth rod to the bottom. 
Then solder the nut to a brass standard. 
Looking at the illustration will give you 
a good idea how this is accomplished. 
The pulley wheel may be soldered onto 
the smooth rod. A hole should he 
drilled in a brass standard just large 
enough to allow the smooth rod to slide 
into it. It is the bearing for the rod 
while the nut is the bearing of the other 
rod or holt. 

The light pen support is made of a 

piece of rather heavy wire or brass strip, 
which may he soldered or screwed to one 
side of the armature of the sounder. One 
end of the support should have a rub- 

A- BA![ D-BEARINGS 
BRASSROO ERUssRYAMDs 
C-CYLiNOfR r- rut- r.EY 
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ber stopper fastened to it; if a wire is 
used, it may be wound around the stop- 
per. 

For the pen a glass tube may be drawn 
but I have used an old thermometer. I 
removed the mercury by breaking the 

A- $OuNOtR MAONITs D- CoRK 
el- ARrMTURr R- PEN 
C-LiOwTRoo F- RUMERCoRK 

G- SASE 
-FIG 3- 

tip of the bulb. I then broke the tube 
farther up, ground it to a point and filled 
it with red ink. I pushed the stem 
through the stopper and bent the wire so 
that it brought the bottom of the tube 
about one -sixteenth of an inch above the 
paper on the cylinder. The paper is held 
in place by two rubber bands. When 
the paper is filled it is removed and a 
new one replaced with it. The sounder 
should he set rather heavily. 

With a little patience one will be able 
to learn to read by watching the pen and 
hearing the sounder. 

COLLEGE COURSE IN WIRELESS. 
Columbus, O., May 13.- Engineers in 

wireless telegraphy will be trained in the 
engineering department at Ohio State 
University. The first class will start 
with the third term in the next college 
year. 
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How to Make a Headband 
ny c. W. WEBBER. 

There is a very important part of the 
wireless station which seems to have 
been overlooked by the "how to make.' 
magazines: it is a telephone receiver 
headband. 

I will suppose that the reader has a 
telephone receiver of the watch case type 
and describe the band itself. 

Procure from a hardware dealer a 
piece of "strap" hard brass, 1 foot long, 
1 inch wide and 1 -16 inch thick; also a 
piece of "strip" brass 6 inches long, já 
inch wide and 1/16 inch thick. 

[lore a hole with a !, inch drill, 
inch from one end of the long piece and 
bend an inch of this end up at right 
angles as Fig. 1 a. 

In the middle of the small piece of 
brass hure a hole with a No. 29 drill. 
\lso bore a like hole / inch from each 

end. Tap each hole 8-32 and bend as 
Fig. 1 b. Screw an 8-32 machine screw 
3/16 inch long into each of the end holes 
and by passing a like screw through the 
hule in a Fig. 1 bolt this piece loosely to 
the top of b. 

Now we come to the receiver. Bore 
a ;'x inch hole in the opposite sides of 
the case, so that the screws d, e, Fig. 1 

b, will fit in nicely and let the receiver 
swing between the two arms of b. as in 
Fig. 2 a. 

The headband is completed by bending 
the long strip in Fig. 1 to fit the head. 
This should be clone after the other work 
k finished, so that it will fit perfectly. 

'Trr hole 

M. E. 

Any extra length may now be cut ott. 
\\lien completed it will appear something 
is in Fig. 2 h. 

This band has the advantage of having 
a universal joint. so that it will fit close - 
ly to the ear. The writer has used a 

headband of this kind for some time and 
likes it better than other ones he has 
tried. 

[f two receivers are used, the head- 
piece may be made longer and the sec - 
o,nol receiver put on in the same manner 
as the first. A second piece put on the 
top of the headpiece at c, Fig. 2, at right 

c 

M.C. -FIG. 2- 
angles %yith it bent to fit the head will 
mtprrno' the hand when used with two 
receivers 

WIRELESS DEFEATS STRIKE. 
In the recent postal crisis the disaf- 

fected tovernment employes con- 
trolled the ordinary means of com- 
munication, and could have stopped or 
altered every Government message 
sent over the wires and have sent their 
own instructions. Instead. in fact, M. 
Fauron practically sent the strike or- 
der to the provinces over the Govern- 
ment wires through the telephone into 
\vbich he spoke from the tribune of 
public lull. 

I t appears that the Government had 
sent elaborate sealed instructions to 
he postal and military centres through 

the country to he opened in case of a 
. trike. When the moment would 
,.ome he lead only to send a word or 
Iwo from Eiffel Tower in all directions 

.1 pen envelope.' 
I t was the unexpected preparations 

which met them on every hand that 
puzzled and frightened the strikers and 
defeated them. They had forgotten 
that the Government had means of 
communication they could not cut. 
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Signal Service Telegraph 
S. R. MONTCAI.Ai 

Sometimes the practical man or the 
amateur wants a rugged, portable, 
cheap, telegraph, capable of working 
over a long line of none too well 
erected and insulated wire. In such 
case he can do no better than adopt 
the system said to be used, with modi- 
fications, by the Signal Service. 

For each station he will need a buz- 
zer, the larger the better, enough bat- 
teries to operate the buzzer, a telephone 
receiver, a key, and a two-4point switch. 
The set is wired as shown in the ac- 
companying diagram. When the key is 

closed the buzzer operates, and small 
sparks are formed between the vibrat- 
ing contacts. If the fingers be placed 
across the binding posts a shock will 
be felt, for when the circuit is broken 
the "kick" or self -inductance of the 
magnetic coils sets up a momentary 
current, sometimes having a potential 
of several hundred volts. 

This is sent into the line when the 
key is pressed, and produces a buzzing 
in the telephone receiver, short for clot, 
long for a dash. 

LINE 
SWITCH s C r 
FOR RECEIVING =0ti 

PHONES 

&flai2 
t1Aßw[ 

ifn 
BATTERY 41. 

GROUND 
rtE. - FIG. I- 

While the better the insulation the 
better the results, and the less battery 
required, good insulation is not abso- 
lutely necessary. The writer has work- 
ed a line over two miles in length, the 

wire being in several pieces, not very 
good joints, and the line simply stapled 
to trees. 

Figure two shows an arrangement 
using a gas engine coil, of the make 
and break type, in series with the buz- 
zer. The kick of the coil is greater 
than that of the buzzer, but it burns 

LINE 

r ` 
¡Warn y.Y-. tiMILIMI 

BATTERY 

-FIG 2.- 
M.E . 

GROUN 

the buzzer, contacts faster and takes 
more battery, so it should not be used 
unless absolutely necessary. 

By using a good sized coil, several 
miles can be telegraphed by placing 
the two leads to two railroad rails, if 
there are no trains near and not too 
many switches to connect the rails to- 
gether. 

It is understood, of course, that the 
two point switch must be placed on the 
proper point for sending. and for re- 
ceiving. 

A SENSITIVE GALVANOMETER. 
By I. CARLTON l'At'LMIER. 

The galvanometer here described 
is remarkably sensitive, and may be 
constructed by any one in a few min- 
utes. The materials required are as 
follows: A good compass, a rpair of 
electro- magnets, a small bar magnet 
and a piece of oak for the base. Al- 
most any kind of electro- magnets will 
do. and the higher resistance they are 
wound to the more sensitive the in- 
strument will be. A pair of 8o ohm 
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ringer coils will (lo very well for or- 
dinary work. 

Fasten the coils near the center of 
the oak base. In front of the coils 
place the compass, so that the needle 
will be level with, and as close as 
possible to the coil of the magnets. At 
the other end of the magnet coils 
place the bar magnet. Both the bar 
magnet and the compass should be 
movable, so as to allow of adjusting 
the instrument. 

To use the galvanometer, the needle 
must first be adjusted to balance be- 
tween the electro- magnets. This is 
done by moving the bar magnet slight- 
ly one way or the other. With the bar 
magnet in the right position both coils 
of the magnet are of the same polarity, 
and the needle is 'balanced between 
them. Now the slightest current 

through the coils will change the polar- 
ity and thus swing the needle one way 
or the other. 

In the cut "a" is the compass; "h" 
the electro- magnets. and "c" the bar 
magnet. 
NEW IDEA IN TELEPHONE 

CABLES. 
M. Devaux -Charbonnel, a prominent 

telephone authority of Paris, finds 
some rather curious results as to the 
use of underground telephone cables. 
Paris is connected with some of the 
leading cities, such as London and 
Berlin, and subscribers within the city 
can make connection at these distances, 
but outside of a certain range, such as 
Rome or Madrid, the telephone cannot 
be used. However, as these latter cities 
can.be reached from telephones placed 
in the suburbs of Paris, the fault is evi- 
dently in the underground cables. and 
subscribers' lines inside of town. There 
are six miles of cables, and about the 
same distance for the subscribers' lines 
from the central exchange, making 12 

miles in all. He shows that this dis- 
tance is equivalent to Soo miles of over- 
head line, for a I millimeter wire, as 
regards the sound in the telephone, or 
3oo miles for a 5 millimeter wire. The 
fault can be remedied by using Pupin 

cables. but lie proposes a method which 
may be more satisfactory. This is to 
lessen the static capacity of the cable 
by using a thicker insulation between 
the wires. A double thickness will give 
but half the capacity, and such a cable 
can be easily manufactured. 

Nook EpuiPw 
\l. \KING WIRELESS OUTFITS. By New- 

ton Harrison. E. E. Published by 
Spon & Chamberlain ; 12 mo. ; (il 
pages. Profusely interested. Price, 
25 cents. 
This little book will be welcomed by 

most wireless experimenters, amateurs 
and the layman. It is written in sim- 
ple language, the author's point of 
view being to initiate the young reader 
in the wonders of wireless in general. 
\VIRELESS TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION. 

By Newton Harrison. E. E. Pub- 
lished by Spon & Chamberlain ; 12 mo. 
Well illustrated ; 74 pages. Price, 25 
cents. 
This little volume. the same as the 

other book by Mr. Harrison, is a re- 
view of the new art, showing in concise 
and clear language how the experi- 
menter can, with little trouble, con - 
struct wireless telephone outfits. 

While Mr. Harrison could give more 
details as to the construction of some 
apparatus, the book is well gotten up, 
and will undoubtedly be welcomed by 
those interested in wireless. 
OPERATOR'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND 

TELEPHONE HAND -BOOK. By Victor 
If. Laughter. Published by F. I. 
Drake. 12 mo.; cloth; 200 pages ; pro- 
fusely illustrated. Price, $1.00. 
The author of this book is a 

practical man, who, having dealt for 
years with wireless experimenters. 
found it not very to get up a 
valuable book. 

While there is no abundance of new 
or hitherto untreated matter, the au- 
thor. thanks to his experience, has con- 
fined himself in general to treat the 
matter from the experimenter's stand- 
point. 

Aerophonv has been well taken care 
of. and an abundance of practical ad- 
vice is given. The Wireless Codes. 
also important abbreviations used in 
transmitting aerograms, are included. 
The book will undoubtedly he of great 
help to the beginner in wireless. 
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WIRELESS "TELE- MECHANICS." 

BY OUR NARKS C.O.RESPONDPNT 

i had occasion to pay a visit to Dr. 
Itranly's laboratory, and he showed me 

a new apparatus which he had devised. 
This he uses in connection with his 
"idle- mechanic" system for operating 
mechanism at a distance by waves. 
This apparatus now includes three dis- 
tinct features. first the device for secur- 
ing the wave control, of a torpedo for 
instance. second an apparatus for pro - 
tecting the system against the influ- 
ence of accidental waves from outside 
sources which would interfere with the 
control waves sent from the station, 
and lastly, the new device which pro- 
tects the apparatus against the effect 
of a continuous series of sparks, such - wotild be sent by the enemy in time 

of war. in this latter case he uses a 

Revolver Fired Wirelessly from a Distance 
of 100 Miles. 

special solenoid device by which the 
sending station is warned of the effect 
on the torpedo, for instance, of the con- 
tinuous waves, so that the operator can 
stop the mechanism and prevent the 
outside waves from operating the de- 
vice in a way which is not desired. 
Such disturbances will, therefore, not 
have any hurtful effect on the appar- 
atus but it is evident that the latter 
must be stopped as long as the contin- 
uous waves are being sent. as the 
wave- control could not he carried on 
:it the saute tine. 

FIRST WIRELESS 
NEW YORK TO CHICAGO. 

Chicago.-The first wireless press 
message ever transmitted between New 
York and Chicago was received here 
May 3d. It was sent by the New 
York Times to the Chicago Tribune 
from the United Wireless station in 
the tower of the kValdorf- Astoria Ho- 
tel, New York, and was received at 
that company's station in the tower of 
the Auditorium Annex here. 

The first attempts made were to 
reach New York from Chicago. The 
sending apparatus was not strong 
enough to reach the Eastern city. Then 
New York was called on to send to 
Chicago. A few minutes later the op- 
erator in the Auditorium caught the 
signals from New York and the mes- 
sage from The Times addressed to the 
Tribune was received. 

it was a difficult matter to send the 
first message to the Chicago Tribune, 
owing to the constant interruptions 
from shipping reports along the coast. 
Many attempts were made to get the 
Chicago station to answer, and it was 
only after hours of vatient endeavor 
that communication was established. 
Nevertheless, when the stations got in 
touch with one another, the message 
was filed and in twenty minutes it had 
gone. 

"SINGING" WIRELESS. 
UERLIN.- "Singing sparks" is the 

name given to an improved wireless 
system just perfected by the German 
Telefunken Wireless Telegraphy Com- 
pany. Messrs. Slaby and Arco. the 
chief engineers of the company, have 
invented a device which. it is claimed, 
will entirely obviate the uncertainties 
with which other wireless systems 
have had to contend. 

The new method consists in sending 
out the vibrations which form the mes- 
sages as pure musical tones, which are 
capable of being heard by the receiver. 
no matter how they are tuned. It is 
declared that by means of this device 
it will he possible for the first time 
since the wireless telegraphy was es- 
tablished to maintain communication 
by this means in spite of the most vio- 
lent atmospheric disturbances. 
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trrlr,ss ,Assurttttion uf Amrrtra 
Amateur Defense of Interference 

After reading many a treatise on 
wireless interference on the part of the 
amateurs, I have seen very little in the 
defense of the amateurs ; especially by 
their own writings. 

To begin with, and as has been stated 
by the Government operators, their ap- 
paratus is three years behind time. The 
amateur, taking advantage of scientific 
discoveries, either makes or buys all up- 
to -date apparatus, with the aid of which 
he may tune out stations not wanted. 
The Government has been offered time 
and again up- to-date apparatus which the 
wireless companies Droved would elimi- 
nate interference down to one or three 
per cent. Still these offers have been 
refused. and of course Government sta- 
tions, with their old style apparatus, con- 
tinue to be interfered with by the ama- 
teurs. Most all experienced amateurs 
and commercial wireless companies gen- 
erally respect the army or navy stations 
when they are receiving important mes- 
sages. The experienced amateurs claim 
that the interference is generally caused 
by carelessness of the Government op- 
erators or by inexperienced amateurs. 
Some of these amateurs, when told to 
"get out" by the navy operators, stay 
out for a time, but the average, after 
waiting half an hour, generally gets im- 
patient and starts sending again. I hear 
more forcible conversations take place 
between them. The navy or army op- 
erators sometimes press down their keys 
for several minutes and drown out all 
sending which is being done in that 
range. Here the amateur steps in and 
says that if the Government operators 
cannot overcome amateur interference 
what will become of them in time of war 
when high powered stations of the en- 
emy put the naval apparatus out of com- 
mission by simply holding down their 
(the enemy's) keys' ? 

Besides doing mischief, the amateurs 
have many times been of benefit to the 
large stations when the apparatus was 
out of working order and have received 
and sent messages for them. .At the 
time of the Republic disaster, most all 

amateurs will admit that they greatly hin- 
dered the work of receiving messages 
during the rescue. This caused the 
large wireless companies and the naval 

stations, who want a law prohibiting the 
use of the ether by the amateurs, to 
make a series of attacks on the ama- 
teurs. Then, after a short time, they 
had another occasion to make another 
series of attacks, when the Hall and the 
Dimock collided. They claimed that the 
amateurs prevented the Hall from send- 
ing messages for help. As far as I can 
find out, the operator of the Hall sent 
out but one message, which was received 
in good order by the naval stations. I 

have learned lately, though, from a re- 
liable source, that the operator at one 
of the nava: stations was sending out 
weather signals without regard to the 
C. Q. D. call. I think that before re- 
strictions be made on the part of the 
amateur, the stations of the navy should 
he equipped with up -to -date apparatus 
and thoroughly tested on the question of 
amateur interference. 

JOHN CROCKFORD 

ASSOCIATION BUTTONS 
Quite a few members of the W. A. O. 

A. have asked us if we could not furnish 
a higher grade button than the one regu- 
larly furnished now, which is only plated. 
We have taken up the matter with the 
manufacturer and are now prepared to 
furnish the association button in solid 
gold at cost ($2.00). The lettering and 
background is gold, while the background 
of the lettering is navy blue hard enamel. 
Flashes of post are hard, bright red 
enamel. It is the prettiest button ever 
made. 

W. A. M. A. 
The Wireless Associa- 

tion of America was 
founded solely to advance 
wireless. IT IS NOT A 
MONEY MAKING OR- 
GAN I Z A T ION. Con- 

gress threatens to pass a law to license 
all wireless stations. The W. IA. O. A. 
already has over 2,000 members -the 
largest wireless organization in the 
world. When the time for action ar- 
rives, the thousands of members will ex- 
ert a powerful pressure to oppose the 
"wireless license" hill. This is one of 
the purposes of the W. 1. O 1 There 
are more 
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Cr;rl.egrapll CiritrEit 
our wireless ',tattoo and our Laboratory Contest will he continued every mouth until further notice. The best photograph for each contest is awarded monthly prize of Three I fits Dollars. If you have a good. clear photograph .end it at once; you are doing yourself an injustice if you don't. If you have a wireless station or laboratory no matter how small' have a photograph token of it by all means. Photographs not used will be returned in 30 days. this competition is open freely to all who may desire to compete, without charge or consideration of any kind. Prospective contestants need oot be subscribers for Ithe publication' in order to be entitled to compete for the prizes tiered. 

FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS. 
Enclosed tints a flashlight of my wire- 

less station, which is une of the many 
located in and about Lus .Angeles. 

In the photo on the large table are the 
:ending instruments and on the small 
one the receiving instruments. 

I'llli SENDINI; INSTRI'JIENTS. 
At the extreme right of the large table 

is seen the variable condenser, which 
was made ut eight 14x10 photographic 
plates with tin foil on each side : con- 
nections were made with spring contacts 
by means of which any number of plates 
can be cut in or out. At the right of the 
variable condenser are two induction 
coils. une on the top ut the other. The 
primaries and secondaries are connected 
together in series and. using only one vi- 
lirator. gives about a two -inch spark.` 

I 'nderneath on the tirst shelf of the 
-mall table are about thirty batteries. 
from which I get my !tower for the tele- 
graph- telephone line. and also the induc- 
tion coils, to which they are connected by 
:I snap switch seen in front of the coils. 

ht top of the variable condenser are 
seen the helix and spark -gap. The helix 
was made according to the directions 
given in \lilItERN Eli:traws: the spark - 
gap was malle from two pencil battery 
/unies. 

Directly in front of the variable con- 
denser is seen the 1). P. D. T. switch. and 
Leva . \t the rear of the table is a three - 
point .witch. which is used for cutting 

It is stranne that tin.: .imple arrangement has nut 
Iwcn tn..l larron I.c ,Nt arinumters. 1 ?UI'rna. 

in tither of two aerials: one a looped 
aerial. abut seventy -five feet high and 
about four hundred feet long, strung 
from the tells of two tall eucalyptus 
trees: it is user' for what 1 call my long 
distance work: the other, about sixty feet 
high and about seventy -five feet long, for 
I' 'cal work. 

\t the left of the large table are lo- 
cated an ordinary sounder, key, and 
switches; these are separate from the 
wireless instruments, and are connected 
by wire with several friends. By means 
of switches the telegraph is cut out and 
a complete telephone set is cut in, of 
which the transmitter and receiver are 
seen at the extreme left of the small 
table. 

RECEIVING INSTRUMENTS. 
. \t the rear of the small table is shown 

the receiving tuning coil, which was 
made of about five hundred turns of No. 
114 insulated wire wound on a wooden 
cylinder. with insulation taken off on top 
of contacts. By means of either aerial 
and this tuning coil. my wave length 
ranges frnn about twenty -live meters to 
one thousand meters. 

In front of the tuning coil are: A 
condenser, battery, switches, an E. I. 
Co's potentiometer, and E. L Co's "Elec- 
tro " -lvtic detector. and a detector stand 
that was patterned by myself and in 
which [ generally use silicon or iron py- 
rites. Through the use of the switches 
either detector can he cut in. 

i use high resistance double -head re- 
ceivers which are seen on ntv head. 
\ \'ith this set I am able to send about 
fifteen miles. Ily the use of the electro- 
lytic detector I can receive from stations 
hundreds of miles off. [ :un always ex- 
perintenting and making improvements 
to rate station and expect to he able in a 
-hart tinte to receive from Honolulu and 
iIther far -distant stations. 

111e other day. while using my wireless 
instruments. I made the actlnaintance tt irclesslv." through the ether. of one 
whit was an absolute stranger to me. On 
meeting hint I learned that he belongs to 
\\'..\. t ). \., of which l ant a member. 
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.\ good many instruments were made 
by myself with the aid of the directions 
and diagrams given in MoocitN Ia.EC- 
TRICS, and I realize that I owe much of 
my success to MODERN El.ECTxtus, which 
I always keep for reference. 

Los Angeles, Cal. M. H. DODD. 

SLECTRICS l.i 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed find a picture of the Wire- 

less Station of the Broadway High 
School of this city. This station was 
first built in 1<)05 and has been in charge 

of a different boy each year since, every 
one has added something to it and also 
derived a great <leal of pleasure and ex- 
perience from its operation. I have had 
it in charge for the last year. Supplies 
for its improvement and operation are 
furnished by the Physics Department. 

\ six -inch "Knott" induction coil is 
used for sending but it is used as an al- 
ternating current transformer, about 
three -quarters of a kilowatt being con- 
sumed in it. Find the electrolytic detec- 
tor quite satisfactory as regards sensi- 
tiveness, but the silicon is less delicate 
and liable to get out of order in our ex- 
perience. Have caught Frisco. Mare 
Island Navy Yard and San Diego at dif- 
ferent times and all the stations on Pu- 
get Sound are always audible. The Navy 
Yard at Bremerton and the commercial 
.tation at Tacoma, Wash., can easily pick 
us up. 

We have a "Science Club" in the 
-chool and engage engineers and profes- 
sional men to speak at our meetings. 
\lonERN Et.E(TRIUs is a favorite among 
the members. 

l'..\RL. C. SIIERMAN. 
Seattle. Washington. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed please find photo ut my 

wireless station for the tireless con- 
test. 

I am 16 years old. and have been 
experimenting with wireless telegraphy 
a little over a month. I have learned 
all I know about it from experience, 
\lonERN ELECTRICS. and an E. I. Co.'s 
catalogue, as I have never read a book 
on the subject, and have never seen a 

wireless station except my chum's. 
which was put up after mine. 

. \t the right are the sending instru- 
ments, composed of a strap key, Morse 
key. E. I. Co.'s 1/ inch coil, glass 
plate condenser, and sending helix 
made of No. 6 copper wire. 

At the left are the receiving instru- 
ments, composed of variable condenser 
"Electro" Lytic detector, potentio- 
meter, tuning coil and E. I. Co.'s 1,000 
ohm single nhone. The tuning coil 
has a capacity of 720 meters. The po- 
tentiometer is made as ner directions 
in August MODERN ELECTRICS. The 
variable condenser is of the slide plate 
type, and is essential for tuning out un- 
wanted stations and static electricity in 
the air. 

I have made most of the instruments, 
and although I have had them but a 

short time I have had very good suc- 
cess with them. 
Ore. Nut. II. LEWIS. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Please find enclosed a picture of my 

wireless station. I made all my in- 
struments except the telephone receiv- 
ers. which are of the 1(X) ohm type. 
The whole outfit costing me only one 
dollar :und a half, the induction coil 
having been given me. broken down. 

In front of the tuning coil, which 
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has 2 sliders and a wave length of 600 
metres may be seen the electrolytic de- tector with a bicycle tire jiffy tool, 
which makes a fine screw for the Wol- 
laston wire. At the right of the tuner 
is the adjustable condenser of fairly 
large capacity: at the other side of this 
is the sending key, and behind the 
tuner is the potentiometer. At the 
left of the table is a double throw 
switch with a swing of 33 degrees, 
with 3 points at the bottom and 2 at 
the top, this switch takes the place of 
an anchor gap. On the stool is my 
loose- coupled tuner. which I have just 
finished. 

My transmitting instruments consist 
of 3 Leyden jars, sending helix, made 
of zinc strips wound on wooden pegs. 
Over this is the hot -wire meter and 
zinc spark gaps. The jar at the right 
of the table is a Wehnelt- Cadwell in- 
terrupter as described in the December 
issue of MODERN ELECTRICS. I use this 
in series with my coil and the A. C. 
current. 

My aerial consists of 5 wires. 3 to 
one tree. 55 feet high, and 2 to an- 
other. about 60 feet high, from my at- 
tic window. 

I began experimenting with wireless 
last winter, and have had good success. 
much of which is due to the instruc- 
tions given in MODERN ELECTRICS. 

Massachusetts. FRANCIS DUN MORE. 

ELECTRICS 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
['lease find enclosed a flashlight 

"photo" ut my small wireless plant at 
Nantucket. 

This station was in 
summer. and will he 
summer also. 

The aerial is of 6 strands of No. 14 
bare wire ( phosphor bronze) each 
strand 130 feet long and'4 2 feet apart. 
run from the ridge pole of one house 
to the ridge pole of our house. This 
antenna has enormous capacity. 

The receiving set is comprised of an 
oscillation transformer, variable, pri- 
mary and sliding secondary. 

Condenser and a silicon detector. 
Across the secondary of the trans- 
former is a .00l microfarad variable 
condenser in a box. I also have a sim- 
ple electrolytic set, detector and phone 
which I used on the more powerful 
sets. 

The sending is a 2 inch spark coil. 
a 14 -inch helix, wound with No. 14 
bare stranded wire, condenser and gap. 

I am able to receive about 100 mile 
in daylight and transmit about 25 miles. 
At my home here in Somerville I have 
a really good set. 

A -18 -foot pole on top of our house. 
which is on a hill. a 4 strand loop 
antenna. each strand 160 feet long. 

A "l'erikon" detector and 2.000 ohm 

operation last 
in order this 
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head set, also a complete weeding out 
set. So I can work small amateur sets 
without the slightest bother from the 
Navy Yard or 13. N. station (2 K. W.) 

I have a 1 K. W. transformer operat- 
ing on 110 V. A. C. lighting circuit. 

I can send about 75 miles over wa- 
ter, and can receive over 300 miles. 

I think that the MODERN ELECTRICS 
is the real article on wireless, and I 
have already got several other young 
men interested in it. 

As soon as I get a photo of my 1 

K. W. set I'll send it along. 
ED. P. CROCKER. 

Somerville, Mass. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed please find a photograph of 

my wireless set. 
On the right is a one inch spark coil, 

on top of which is a zinc spark gap. I 
run the coil with nine dry batteries, using 
an adjustable condenser, consisting of 
two Leyden jars, and operating it with 
a telegraph key. With this apparatus I 
get a very good fat spark, and can be 
heard by one of my friends who has a 
wireless set, and who lives about a mile 
from me. 

On the left is my receiving set, con- 
sisting of an electrolytic detector, silicon 
detector, a tuning coil, a potentiometer, 

and two 1.000 ohm telephone receivers, 
with necessary head band. With this set 
I receive messages from all over the city, 
and from incoming steamers. 

For beginners, I recommend the sili- 
con detector, as it is very simple, and 
will give good results. 

My aerial consists of four bare cop- 
per wires, each thirty feet in length, ex- 
tending from a thirty foot pole (well 
insulated) and joined to a chimney from 
which it is also well insulated. 

I wish to thank MODERN ELECTRICS 
for many valuable hints which I have 
obtained from reading that magazine. 

JAMES WHITE. 
New York City, N. Y. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed you will find a photograph 

of my tuned wireless telegraph set, 
which is located at my residence. I use 
a carborundum detector with which I 
get very good results. My aerials are 
made up of two strands of No. 12 bare 
copper wire and suspended from a ten - 
story building next door to my house, 
having a total length of 110 feet. 

My instruments, which were all made 
by me except the telephone receivers, 
which I bought and which are wound 
for 1.500 ohms each, are capable of re- 
ceiving messages from a distance of 150 
miles. I have forty -eight dry batteries 
connected in six series-multiple for the 
ioperation of the one inch spark coil, 
\vhich von will see on the right. I wish 
to thank MOPERN ELECTRICS for its val- 
uable information. 

New York. PETER NESTOR. 
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HONORABLE MENTION. 

Enclosed find a photograph of Inv 
wireless station. All the apparatus, 
excepting the spark coil has been con- 
structed by myself. In hack of the bat- 
teries is the fixed condenser for receiv- 
ing. and near it is a variable one not 
-wen in the picture. Next to it the 
ether way is the variable sending con- 
denser. 13 plates. and 30 square inches 
m a plate. Beside this is the I. ald- 

well- \Vchnult interrupter described in 
one of the issues Of NlOUERN ELECTRits. 
\Vith this interrupter my coil, which 
is a 1 -inch E. L Co.'s, gives a 11/4 inch 
spark, about a quarter of an inch in 
diameter. and which flames up in the 
middle to about 4''4 inch high. 'l'he 
sending helix consists of eight turns 
No. 6 brass wire, and is 17 inches in 
diameter. Among the receiving instru- 
ments is an electrolytic detector: dou- 
ble slide tuning coil. 250 turns No. 'ti enameled wire and 3 inches in dia- 
meter: 75 ohm telephone receiver and 
a microphone detector. 

The aerial is a 4 strand type, 20 feet 
long and 18 inches apart. it is 30 feet 
high and 45 feet from my instruments. 

in the construction of my instru- 
ments, and many other electrical ap- 
I,liances l find MODERN ELECTRICS in- 
dispensible, and I thank my lucky 
stars that I was one of the lucky ones 

to have been able to 
Tifirs from the start. 

Minnesota. roE B. PARSONS. 

get MODERN ELEC- 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Please find enclosed photograph of 

my wireless station, which has a range 
.f about five miles. To the front of the 

table may he seen the tuning coil and 
back of it four one pint Leyden jars. 
The induction coil. though it does not 
give more than 1% inch spark. is very 
powerful. being wound with 4 1hs. No. 
311 wire on the secondary and No. 14 

on the primary. In front of the coil is 
the key, the sounder bcinor on the saute 
hase. t )n the floor is the interrupter, 
being of Wehnelt Caldwell type, which 
was stade from description in Modern 
I:IA.:t ritics. Before getting this inter- 

rupter, the vibrator on the coil use( 
to stick, owing to the number of hat - 
teries used. but since getting this inter- 
rupter. the coil has given good results. 

The receiving set is on the left side 
of the table. The electrolytic detector 
is used in series with a "Rheostat reg- 
ulator" and 75 ohm telephone receiver. 
1 am constructing a potentiometer to 
he used in place of the rheostat. The 
coherer. call bell, sounder and 150 ohm 
relay are only used for calling, but may 
he switched- out and the detector 
thrown in to receive. 

The air wire on my roof is about 60 
ft. high and is run between two poles 
18 feet apart. Tihe air wire itself. be- 
ing about 18 ft. by 5 ft.. is composed 
of twelve No. 14 liard drawn copper 
wires. 

The Fessenden receiving and De 
Forest sending systems are used. I 
now send and receive regularly from 
my two friends in Lewis Place and on 
Bayard avenue. I have received much 
valuable information pertaining to 
wireless telegraphy from MODERN ELrc- 
TRiCS. CARLISLE OTTOFY 

St. Louis. Mo. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
I enclose photo of my laboratory, of 

which the following is a description: 
in the upper right hand part of the pic- 
ture is a wall bracket. Above the copy 
of MODERN ELECTRIC'S is a switchboard 
which I made myself. On the floor you 
can see some sal- ammoniac cells. and 
also a storage battery. On the table 
at the right is an E. I. Co.'s auto co- 
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herer, to its left is a D. R D. T. switch. 
The box with the 3 binding posts on 
the outside is my coil, it gives a 11/4 

inch spark. 'l'o the left of that is an 

E. I. Co.'s zinc spark gap, and also 
one of their keys. A small E. I. Co.'s 
"New Departure" motor is toward the 
front in the center of the table. Be- 

hind it is a tabular flashlight and the 
9 point switch which is seen right be- 

hind the flashlight regulates a rheo- 
stat. 1 also have a dynamo. It gener- 
ates 41/2 volts. On the back is a shaft- 
ing which is run by an Edison motor, 
the top of which can be seen just 
above the spark coil. An E. I. Co.'s 
fixed condenser and large size tuning 
coil are behind me on the table. My 
aerial is composed of 4 phosphor 
bronze wires on 31/2 foot spreaders. My 
success at receiving has been very 
good. 

\IoiwaN ELECTRICS is a great help to 
tie. and it is the best electrical maga- 
zine f know of. 

\IoNRol: l.\cCn s. 

New York City, N. Y. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
Enclosed find photo of niy wireless 

station, which consists of the follow- 
ing: Lower right hand corner is set of 
Leyden jars. The spark coil, which is 
of the open core transformer type, and 
of % E. \V. capacity, sets on Leyden 
jars with the sending tuning coil above 
it. The large jar next to the Leyden 
jars is a water cooled electrolytic in- 
terrupter. in front of the interrupter is 

the key, and to the left an electrolytic 
detector: to the left on the wall is an 

"E. 1. Co." tuning coil and adjust- 
able condenser used for receiving: in 
the center on the wall is the change- 
over switch. The \lassie connections 
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are used for both sending and receiv- 
ing and give excellent results. 

On lower left side is a typewriter 
used for copying messages. 

I am in constant communication 
with all stations in Butte and vicinity. 

D. D. PHELAN. 
Butte, Mont. 

"C. Q. D." MEDALS. 
Novel medals of silver and gold bear- 

ing the letters C. Q. D." and a re- 
production in relief of the White Star 
liner Republic, which sank after col- 
lision with the steamer Florida off 
Nantucket last winter, are being struck 
off at the expense of the passengers of 
the ill -fated liner and of the steamer 
Baltic. which brought the Republic's 
passengers to New York. 

The gold medals will he presented to 
Captains Sealsby of the Republic. Ran- 
som of the Baltic and Ruspini of the 
Florida, and to Purser Barker and 
Wireless Operator Tack' Binns of the 
Republic. The silver medals will be 

given to members of the crews of the 
three F.teamers. in recognition of their 
gallantry. 
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Queries and questions pertaining to the electrical arta addressed to this department will be I 
published free of charge. Only answers to inquiries of general interest will be published here for 
the benefit of all readers. Common questions will be promptly answered by mall. 

On amount of the large amount of inquiries received. It may not be possible to print all the il 
answers In any one issue, as each has to take its turn. Correspondents should bear this in t 

3 mind when writing. as ail questione will be answered either by mall or in this department. 
If quick reply is wanted by mall, charge of 15 cents is made for each question. Special 

Information requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without 
remuneration. TEN ORACLE has no fixed rate for such work, but will Inform the correspondent 
promptly as to the charges involved. 

Name and address must always be given In all letter,. When writing only one side of 
question ebeet must he used: not more than three questions answered at ens time. Ne attention 
paid to letters not observing above rules. 

If you want anything electrical and don't know where to get It, Tam Oascfa will give you 
such information free. 
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MYSTERIOUS JARS. 
(220.) B. NICOL, Texas, asks: 
I.-1s it possible that a weak solution of 

salammoniac and water will crack a glass 
jar? I have been making some batteries 
and have used common fruit jars, but I find 
that half of them have cracks in the bottom 
of the jars which allows the solution to 
seep out? 

A. 1. -No. You must have accidentally 
set the jars down too hard or put hot solu- 
tion in them. 

1,000 OHM RECEIVER. 
(222.) ADOLPH TURZNIK, Wis., writes: 
1. -Can watch case receivers be wound 

to a resistance of 1,000 ohms with No. 
40 enameled wire? 

\. 1. -No; you must use 1 1 -2 mil. 
(.No. 50) wire for this purpose. 

2.-Where can enameled No. 40 wire, and 
mil, and mil and 1 -2 wire be obtained. 

A. 2.- Electro Importing Co., 86 West 
Broadway, N. Y. 

SENDING APPARATUS. 
(223.) RICHARD BAKER, Pa., asks: 
1. -What accessory sending apparatus 

and what description of aerial will give best 
results with an E. I. Co.'s 1 -inch spark coil, 
and what will be maximum range if electro- 
lytic detector is employed for receiving? 

A. 1. -Zinc spark gap, adjustable con- 
denser, sending Helix. With an aerial 75 

feet high you should be able to cover a 
distance of three to five miles. 

2-Under the same conditions, what will 
he the maximum range of a 1 1 -2 inch coil? 

A. 2. -Six to eight miles. 
3.-Of a 2 -inch coil? 
A. 3. -About 10 to 15 miles. 

TUNER. 
(224.) LOM]L 11 AYES, Cincinnati, O., 

writes: 
1. -State the amount of wire on the Elec- 

tro- Tuner, and diameter of same. 
A. 1. -About 900 fret. Diameter, 6 

inches. 
2.-Would a 150 Ohm Polarized relay 

be more sensitive than a 300 ohm Stan- 
dard relay? 

\ -Yes. cnnsidrrably more 

BATTERIES. 
( 225.) JOSEPH M. WALSH, Pa., asks: 
1.- Please let me know as to whether or 

not Carbon Cylinder Batteries are suitable 
for running a 1 -2 in. spark coil, for use in 
wireless telegraphy, and for general labora- 
tory work. If they are not, would you 
please recommend a good, cheap and easily 
renewed battery for the above work? 

A. 1.- Carbon cylinder batteries are not 
suitable for any closed circuit work. You 
should use some form of Edison primary 
battery or storage battery for this purpose. 

LIGHTNING ARRESTER. 
(226.) ALVIN W. ADAMS, Wis., asks: 
1. -Will a combined fuse block and car- 

bon lightning arrester protect the instru- 
ments and the building against lightning 
when used on a telegraph line of 300 feet 
in length, if not, what kind of an arrester 
do you advise? 

A. 1. -Yes. 
2. -Is it possible to electro -plate with 

several dry batteries, if so, how many bat- 
teries are required to copper plate, and 
what kinds of solutions to use? 

A. 2.- Copper sulphate solution should 
be used for copper plating. This is some- 
times varied by an addition of a small per- 
centage of sulphuric acid. You cannot use 
dry cells, however. Use Edison primary 
batteries. 

SPARK COIL. 
(227.) ARTHUR W. LARSEN, Minn, writes: 
1. -When I connect one terminal of my 

secondary to the aerial and bring the 
ground wire close to the other terminal, 
quite a powerful spark leaps the gap. Does 
this indicate poor insulation of my aerial? 

A. I.-No.- 
2.-Which is the better to use for the sec- 

ondary of a 4 -inch spark coil, for wireless 
work -No. 30, No. 34, or No. 36 wire? 

A. 2. -No. 30 B. & S. gauge S. S. C. 
3. -Would S. C. C. wire do if run through 

shellac and if the sections are well soaked 
in paraffin? 

A. 3. -No, we do not think the insula- 
tion is sufficient for use for such a power - 

luI coil. 
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I.-Can the transtnrnter described in ( )t- tuber issue of MIuiERx ELECTRIC'S he used for 

%tireless? If sn, how far will it send a mes- sage? 
N. 1. -No, you must use what is known 

a, a high tension trtnsfnrtner. See article 
n ':d Watt Transformer. April issue. 

KITE AERIAL. 
t i ".P1.) If. N. J.suuxv. N ebr.. asks: I.-Are there any stations that I could 

receive from in cities as per enclosed list. with a _no -foot aerial. Tuning Coils. Elec- trolytic Detector, variable condensers, Po- 
tentiometer. 2.116 ohm plumes? 

A. I.-There are stations in several of 
the cities mentioned. and with a ' IN) -foot 
aerial yon should have no difficulty in re- ceiving ir''nt any of them. With such an 
aerial and with the instruments mentioned 
von should he able to receive almost any 
distance. providing you have a good 
gro I. 

\Vnnld it be possible to elevate an 
aerial by kites sufficient to receive :din miles 
for tuts' 

N. _'. -\ es. 
SENDING DISTANCE. 

i =:U.1 J. R.. Jersey City. N. J., writes: 1.-Ilow far would a i!í -inch spark -coil. 
with the necessary Leyden jars, transmit 
distinct messages tinder favorable conditions 
with the following receiving outfit? Aerials 
to feet high, silicon detector, tuning -coil. I 
titoi ohm receiver. 

N. t. -Three to five miles. 
TWO -INCH COIL. 

( 230. t I IARUi.0 KL.INKFR, Applettm, Minn., 
writes: 

Will you kindly tell me how much No. Xi 
and 36 D. C. C. magnet wire is required o 
construct a two -inch induction coil? 

\, I.- :\boat sty, pounds No. 36, or about 
3 pounds No. 34. 

HUMMING AERIAL. 
I23t.t FRANK V. II.tRrut, East New 

\'.irk, N. l'.. asks: 
I ant having considerable trouble with 

my aerial caused by Iond humming sounds 
which r:ttt be heard plainly almost a block 

MC 

-Flo A- 

away. The pole is of galvanized iron pipe 
.about 30 feet long, the top of which is 
about (io feet from the ground. Is there 
:my method or contrivance I could use to 
stop this nuisance: 

.\. -. \t the point where yitnr pole is sup- 
ported you :hind,' put a soft rubber sieee 
around :one and all guy wire: should he 
fastened with a similar soit rubber sleeve 
ii .nntl thew :t the ii .it!t ..i r..uuact. Ili_ 

n'ill take nit the tiftr :tti..n eelnelt raltses the 

E. 

-FIG 3- J 
lout) litunnttn.; 

TELEGRAPH KEY. 
J3:. i II.tssv l'.tRK :, New Orleans. l.a., 

writes 
(. -Is silver good for the contacts in a telegraph key \ 1.-1 .es. silver will do, but platinum 

is of course better and lasts longer. 
2. -1 have an antenna 5o feet high, :5 

feet long. With a silicon detector. tuning 
coil. condenser, moo ohm receiver and good 
ground, how far will f be able to receive? 

\. _. -From :roo to 3oo miles. 
GROUND. 

( =33.) LAWRENCE S. CRAMER, N. Y., asks: 
i. -Would on iron rod about 4 feet I. 

driven in the bottom of a cellar which is 
about .jtij feet below the surface of the 
ground, stake a good ground for station? 

\. i. -Iron rod would make a fairly good 
Cronnl I. but if you have a water pipe we 
think this considerably better. 

_ =Willa .t wire aerial 5o feet in height 
auul 5o feet in length be satisfactory if I 
use an "electrolytic detector," tuning coil. 
potentiometer. fixed condenser and tone 
ohm receiver? 

but we would suggest using 
a 4 wire aerial. 

3. -Could I receive 25o miles with the 
same nut lit except for a ono ohm receiver 
I ttottld use a 75 ohnt receiver? 

. \. 3.- Signals received would not be 
hind as when using moo ohm receiver. 
With the outfit in ques you could work 
the distance of 25o nukes if you tuse the 
lower resistance receiver. 

DIRECTIONAL AERIAL. 
1 2,tä.1 I IARnt.n I'ARKF.R. Indiana, asks: 
i. -Would it he practical in put my aerial 

on a barn 40 feet high and :too feet distant 
irorn the house? 

J.-Would I need a tutting coil 
. \. 2.-Volt would do a great deal better 

work with a tuning coil. 
3.- Please describe the method used by 

De Forest to project Hertzian waves in the 
desired direction for selective communica- 
tion 

will find this described on 
(cage tit of the May issue. article on the 
"Directive Control of Electric Waves." by \I. A. Devine. 

RECEIVING QUERIES. 
12;4.1 R.tt.eu I. Si t Irtt. Maine. asks t.- \1'ould this arrangement work _o to 

2: :inlrs' 
t. i -l'es 
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-1 an it be tuned? 

A. 2 .-l'u a slight degree. 
3. -Would it work without R No, 
\. ,t.- Probably better. 
4.- \Vuttld it work without I'? 

2? 

A- AERIAL 
8- BATTERY 
R- RHEOSTAT 
T- RECEIVER 
E ODTECTOFt 
G-Q Roua P POTTNTiOMETER 

P 

11 E. 

A. -I. -Not so well. 
G 

5. -Would it work the same distance if an 
autucuherer was submitted for the detec- 
tor? 

A. 5.- Signals will not be received as 
loud with the auto coherer as with the elec- 
tro lytic detector. 

CONDENSERS FOR 2 -INCH COIL. 
(235.) HAL Htu., Chicago, Ill., writes: 
t. -flow far can I receive with diagram 

TC. 

0 

D 

V C. 

A AERIAL. T C- TuNINGI COIL. 
171- RHEOSTAT: R- Pretty/ER. 

O- ELECTROLYIC DETECTOR. 
VARIABLE CONOEN$ER. 

8-a4TTERY. G-GITOuND. 
bourn \trial eo feet high. 

\, t. -tan to 200 wile.. 
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2. -Flow many condensers are needed for 
2 -inch coil in sending? 

A. 3. -It depends entirely upon the size 
of the condensers used. We have found unie 
set of E. I. Co's adjustable condensers to 
be of the required capacity for use with a 
-inch coil. 

TUNING COIL. 
(237.) CLYDE DAVIS, Kansas, writes: 
t. -Would annunciator wire No. 20 do to 

make a tuning coil and if I would use 4- 
pound would I have a tuning coil that would 
take in most stations? 

A. t. -Yes. 
2.-H I would take 2 "Telint" auto -cu- 

herers and connect them together using one 
73 -ohm telephone receiver, would this re- 
ceive messages any farther than when us- 
ing tine? 

\. 2. -Yes, it increases range about 25 
per cent. 

3. -Would it be a good plan to put the 
.aerial in a tree, cutting away the lumber 
around close to it and insulating it good? 

A. 3. -This might be done, but enough 
play must be allowed, else the wires will 
sever in a storm. 

ARC LIGHT INTERFERENCE. 
(238.) LEO TttOOSTWYK, Connecticut, 

asks: 
t. -I am greatly interested in wireless and 

am constructing my own station. My an- 

tenna is suspended over four houses. but 
my two wires on the antenna run parallel 
with the high tension current city wires. 
There is also an arc lamp about 5o feet 
from the antenna and as a result I am much 
disturbed by the buzz from the arc. Flow 
'run this be overcome? 

A. t. -It is difficult to get rid entirely of 
the noise of the arc. Double slide tuner 
connected as per diagram will take care of 
the buzz and also the induction front the 
electric wire, but you will still hear the 
breaks in the arc and the heavy static 
splashes. We also suggest you use a vari- 
able condenser shunted around tuner. See 
page 67. May issue. 

ANTENNA WIRE. 
(_3g.) EDWARD L. Loire,, New York, ask- : 

I.-What kind of wire will I have to use 
(ruin the antenna to station? 

A. t. -Same as used on the antenna 
_. -Will you kindly tell me how to make 

f tuning coil to work on a one to two -mile 
line. 
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A. -A very good tuning coil was de- 
.ertbed in our July, 0o8, issue. 

LOOP ANTENNA. 
.40.) ( .E0. I). I f F.NDFRSON. Minot!, Ii nots, 

ernes : 

1 - I :xplain the loop antenna of the De I,rt Vnt. 
\, t. -It is theoretically claimed that 

when using the loop antenna stronger sig- 
nals may be received for the reason that 
the oscillations are received on a continu- 
ous loop embracing both the antenna and 
detector. Alley are thus able to surge back 
onl forth with more freedom atnl greater 
tower than when the closed circuit is sim- 
ply at the base of the antenna. We are 
linable to find that this has ever been dem- 
onstrated practically. 

4.-1 low far will a 7 -inch spark coil, sec- 
ondary wound with No. 32 wire, transmit 
wireless messages using tuned circuits? 

\. 2.-Approximately 75 to too miles. 
.3-Where can 1 get fibre tubing for in- 

dnction roil? 
\. 3.- Itartictt & Co., 57 Warren street. 

New York City. 
o2-MILE COIL. 

(241.) CHAS. A. AKERS, Iowa, writes: 
you think that we can work a wire- 

less a distance of o2 miles with coils wound 
with 15 pounds of No. 32 wire wound 'n 
many sections? 

\. t. -We should presume so if you have 
properly timed circuits. 

. -Would telephone receivers of m o 
ohms resistance do? 

\. _. -1 lanlle : nsc moo ohm double head 
phones. 

3.-Could we do it with an aerial of 6o feet 
providing that the country was compara- 
tively level? 

. \. 3.-Yes, but we suggest to use one 
75 -feet length. 

4.-Could we work it for this distance 
with a coherer and polarized relay? 

\. 4. -No. 
IRON WIRE AERIAL. 

242.) C. 13. Error, Massachusetts. asks: 
t. -Why can't iron wire be used for an 

aerial? 
\. t. -Iron wire may he used for aerials 

but not with as good results as copper or 
aluminum. A number of reasons are as- 
signed to this. The principle one being on 
account of the antagonizing magnetic ef- 
fects of the iron. 

_. -What does it mean by "loose coupled" 
instruments? 

\. 2.-1 nductively coupled. 
3. -How does the potentiometer work in 

wireless systems? 
A. 3.- Potentiometer varies the potential 

impressed upon the detector without putting 
resistance directly in the circuit. (See ar- 
ticle in August issue.) 

RECEIVING DISTANCES. 
(_43.) RF.GINALD OVERTON, New York 

City. writes : 

t. -flow far can I send with following: 
I -inch coil. sending condensers and aerial on 
top of a house which is 70 feet? 

A. t. -Two miles. The shorter distance 
being accounted for the fact that you are 
located in the city. 

2.-11 ow far can I receive with the fol- 
1 wino: 75 ohm receivers, auto- coherer 
arhormulnnt and electrolytic detectors, 

rheostate regulator, tuning coil, condensers, 
;_o met wave length? 

\ - Probably about too miles with 
auto coherer, 250 miles with carborundum. 
Icx) pules with electrolytic detector. 

TELEPHONE RECEIVER. 
t 244. ) C. \IUEHLICHEN, New York. ask!;: 
1.-Can l use a tin can 7 inches in diame- 

ter, I2 inches long as a drum for a receiv- 
ing toning coil if well insulated? 

\. t. -No, we would not advise it. 'Furl- 
ing coils should not be wound over :mv 
metal. 

2.-1 iow many ohms resistance will a tel- 
ephone receiver have if wound with about 
1.400 turns of inclosed wire? 

A. 2. -We presume that the telephone 
receiver in question is a standard and that 
saute will have upon the magnets about Soo 
i,ct of wire. Wire enclosed is No. 36 and 
.too feet of same would have a resistance of 
,pproxinmately 75 to 100 ohms. 

RECORDER FOR DETECTORS. 
(245.) .mots K. Homey, New York, says: 
t. -While reading a hook on wireless 

sometime ago, I read a statement to the 
effect that the electrolytic or any type of 
detector other than filing could not be used n some lines. because. although far more 
.ensitive. no permanent record could be 
made of messages. Now. I have thought 
of a method by which a record can he 
obtained from these detectors, and what 
want to know is, is this method of any value 
to any company or person who would pay 
for it if of value, and if so. can you sug- 
gest suune? 

A. t. -We would suggest that you write 
the manager of the Wireless Association 
of America giving full details of your ar- 
rangement and he will pass on same and 
advise you whether the idea is of any value. 
'Phis. we think, would be the best method 
for you, as there is no possibility of your 
idea being stolen and there is no cost to 
yon. 

STORAGE BATTERY QUERY. 
t 240. 1 h AN V. GREY. Mexico. asks 
1. -What is the easiest method to calcu- 

late the loss of energy in conductors for 
certain distances? 

\. t. -We refer you to our excellent 
hook lessons in Practical Electricity by 
Swope. which we shall send you on re- 
ceipt of St. This will give you all the in- 
formation 

2.-110w powerful a motor must I have to 
charge a storage battery of Ito volts, dis- 
charging at the three hour rate? 

\. 2. -It is very hard for us to answer 
this question, as you failed to give us the 
ampere hour capacity of the storage cells. 
Please furnish this information. 

DETECTORS. 
(247.1 J. K. MATsuo, Seattle. Wash., 

writes: 
1.-If I send you the subscriptions for 

two years, could you send me a free pre- 
mium of Auto -coherer, complete, postpaid? 
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. \. i -1"es. 
2. -Which is the best detector for money? 

Price and address of dealer? 
\. 2.-T he electrolytic detector in our 

opinion is more sensitive in general work 
than any other one. We refer you to the 
advertisers of this magazine from whom 
you can procure such instruments. 

.t. -What is Micro -phone detector? 
A. 3. -This has been described in the 

March issue. 
4. -Which is the best receiving tuning 

roil? \ 4. -We consider :l double slide tuner, 
as. for instance. the ones manufactured by 
the Electro Importing Co., New York, most 
satisfactory. 

5. -What is best book to study wireless 
telegraphy? 

A. 5.- slaver's Wireless Telegraphy, 
which we shall send you on receipt of $2.2o. 

6. -What is Fixed condenser No. to,000 in 
catalogue of E. I. Co.? 

\. 6. -Fixed condenser is usually used 
in the ground circuit and the condenser in 
question which you described is made by 
having two condensers of small capacity in 
series. 

-INCH COIL SENDS a MILES. 
(248.) CARL H. BRUBAKER, Pennsylvania, 

writes: 
In the May issue you said you could 

send one -half mile with a 'ñ -inch coil. Last 
Saturday a friend and I went across the 
Susquehanna River with a portable outfit, 
consisting of a tuner, battery and molyb- 
denite detector made by myself and 1,5oo 
ohm phones another young man sent from 
his home in Columbia. The distance in a 
straight line is about rys to 2 miles. The 
sending coil was an E. I. Co. % -inch coil. 
The antenna had three wires about To feet 
long stretched between 2 stacks and one 
end fastened to a tree, the other end one 
of us had to hold up. We were highly elat- 
ed because of such a small coil and rudely 
constructed aerial working such a distance. 
The three of us all have good stations at 
home. 

.A. The policy of the ORACLE is to tell 
readers what can be reasonably expected 
under ALL circumstances, with coils, deter - 
tors. etc. Usually the answer given is 
meant for transmission over land. Over 
water -as in your case -the distance is al- 
ways double and often three times as great 
as that over land. The "Oracle's" answers 
are ALWAYS conservative, never exagger- 
ted. and it is always better to underrate 
than tot overrate distances in wireless work. 

.\ green wrapper on MODERN ELEC- 
TRICS means your subscription has ex- 
pired. You want to know what's going 
on in Electrics, don't you? Send in your 
sub. before you forget it. 

Did you not write us some time ago 
for a hinder to bind M. E.? It's out 
now : 30 cents each. Send for it before 
the supply is exhausted. 

CureYourself 
Right at Home With 

Redd' is wattles ter ye 1 Per- 
fect. abounding, glowing health 
-euch health as you have not 
known for years, perhaps. And 
without the aid of doctors, drove 
or medicines) No matter what 
ails you: no matter even It your 
cue has been pronounced in- 
co rable- elon't give up hope t 

Vibration, the marvel of the 
Ylth century, has cored un- 
counted tbnuende of people 
who thought they were hopeless 
Invalids. 

rÏBRÄsTÖTR 
is the greeteet boon that safTering humanity has ever 
known. It gives Ille end heNlh, strength and beauty to nil. 
It sends the good red blood leaping and ctu raing thmuwb 
our veins, puta new life into discoed moecieeend nerves. i t shakes the disease right out of your system. 
The White Croce Electric Vibrator ia the only hoiden. 

ment in the world which enables you to nuke nee of U,, three great natural forces. Vibration. Faradic and Gal- 
vanic Electricity -right In your own hem .,I It lc per. 
fort Mnssege Vlhratnrand Medical flattery combined for 
lees than the usual price of either. 
VIBRATING CHAIR FREE With a simple attach- 

ment you can trims. form any chair Into a perfect Vibrating Chair. 
You can take Vibratory treatments and Swedish Movements debt in your own 
home, that prhyslrlane and uanitartuma 
charge w tole apiece for. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 

Advertisements in this column 2 
cents a word, no display of any kind. 
Payable in advance, stamps not accepted. 
Count 'I words per line. Minimum, L 
lines. Heavy face type 4 cents a word. 
Minimum, 3 lines. 

Advertisements under " Wireless " 
5 cents a word. Minimum, 4 lines. 
Wireless books and blueprints not listed 
under " Wireless " 2 cents word. 

Advertisements for the Jelly Issas moss be In our bands by June 35. 

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. 
STUDY I11LECTRIC1TY AT HOME -A complete electrical course at home, containing 20 -page detail book. 220 -page text -book, 200 expartmenla and over 100 creme of apparatus. Price. complete, only $5.50. Catalogue M. Ill g." explains this and other remarkable offers. Thomas N. St JMa, Ns Ninth Ave.. New York. 

When writing please mention " Moderte Ileotrios." 
ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS. ETC. WIRELESS CODES. Send 10e.for bine print showing Morse, Continental and Navvy Codes A. C. Austin. Jr., Hasbrouck Helghta. N. J. 
Wben writing please mention "Modern Bleotrlos. 

INSTRUCTIONS IN WIRELESS TELEGRA. l'11V, 25 CENTS. Tells you how to make your .iwn spark coils, relay, cohererdecoherer, tapping key, etc. Complete instructions no red tape. Elec- trical Experimenters' Supply Howe Dept. A., 622 Wells street, Chicago, dealers and manufacturers 
..I wireless apparatus and electrical novelties. Send 
6 cents postage for illustrated catalog. 

When writing Mesas mention "Modern Electrcs." 
II(IW TO 11111LI) .\ WIRELESS TELEGRAPH. 

Direct and blueprints, 25 vents. Miller Electric 
i , Syracuse, N. 1. 

When writing please mention Modern Ei.rtnee. 
WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS! If you con- 

e, et your instruments according to our set of ten blueprints of tuned transmitting and receiving cir- 
outs you can transmit and receive the longest pos. 

distances. 5 cents. Four wireless telephone I,Incpr.nts, 15 cents. Electrolytic Detector blueprint, 
15 cents. Imperial %Vureless Cu.. 5215 Penn avenue. Pittsburg, l'a. 

when writing please mention "Modern gleetrir. 

? WIRELESS ? 
Of course we have It. Coherers, Detectors, Soto Coherent. Mheostata, !Ratio Machines, 

I n fact all the Electrical " knlok- knacks " you have been looking for. All apparatus carried In stock in Mt. Louis. Why pay freight and expressage to get goods from the East? Come and look ever our stock. HANCE ELECTRIC /'S., Olive Street, ht. Louis, Mo. 
when wilting please mention "Modern Eleotrics." 

.\ CHOICE STOCK and the finest assortment of Wire- 
1eas Telegraph supplies for the experimenter and the 
..inateur in Philadelphia. We can save you money on all 
these goods and shall be only too pleased to demonstrate 
:mil explain you the philosophy and working of the ap- 
paratus' tuners, detectors condensers. high resistance 
phones, coherers, etc. J. Elliott Shaw, 639 Arch St., i'hiladelphia, Pa. 

When wilting please mention "Modern Elsetries." 

WIRELESS. New England wireless amateurs can 
,.biam high grade wireless goods from me. All sup- 
plies kept in stock. All material guaranteed. Send 

cent stamp for printed matter on New Detector. 
apringfield Wireless & Morse Institute, Room 31, 
176 Main street, Walker Building, Springfield, Maas. 

YOU BET 
we have all up to date wireless supplies. We carry more wireless goods for the amateur Ivan any other house on the Coast. Why pay express and freight, when you can gel the goods right here at right prices? Detectors, 'tuners, Condensers Spark Coils from 1 -f to 4 Melt spars, oscillator., enheren lamp. tirade machines, in fact, anything electrical you want. Call or write. It will pay you. PAUL NEILER ELECTRIC WORKS, Market ht. San l'ranelseo, Cal. 
When writing please mention "Modern Eleotrios" 

it111l- 1 )116I WIRELESS RECEIVERS SENT "n trial, $1.75 tacit. New wireless detector, the best 
yet, $3.50. Send stamp for descriptive circulars. Alden Wireless Co., Campello, Mass. 

When wilting please mention "Modern Electrice." 
SPECIAL PRICES. -1,000 -ohm wireless receiver, 

double pule, special thin diaphragm, $1.75. Wireless 
telephone for amateurs, blueprint showing connec- 
tions. 1.0c. Morse, Continental and Navy (.odes, loc. 
uo2 M. F. receiving condenser, 30c. Waterhouse 
liens.. 5 Main street. Bourne, -Mass. 
When writing view mentlnn "Modern Eleetrics." 
\V.\N'l'ED.- (:uherers to test in connection with 

my combination wireless receiving instrument. U. S. 
1.:itent :191.461. %Vho makes the hest? State price when writing. J. E. Ostrander, Staatsburg, N. Y. 
\%'hen writing please mention "Modern Eleotrics." 

JUST Ot1T. -New wireless receiver set $4.00. 
Large line of wireless supplies. Send 2 cents for cat- 
alogue. Miller Electric Co., Syracuse. N. Y. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrice." 

WIRELEJSM B,IRGA1NM, ZInelte and Copper Pyrites, a.e per set. Brass Cups silver plated for mounting crystals wish solder, lOe rack. No. 70 M, ta. C.IItSY wire for Marconi Magnetle lietector, Sale per Ounce. No. SO Il 1 -f sill,( v, M, covered copper wire for high resistance phones. lige for .pool containing exactly 
10011 ohms. Wollaston wire, .0006, sae. 000111. 23et silicon fused, large piece 13c. tlolyhdemlte, more sensitive titan silicon 10e large piece. graphite carbon cup for elet'tro- lytie detector, 211e. Melentum metal in sticks for selenium Dells large piece tue. maim) titr 120 pare catalog. Electra Importing Co. 
Mils West Broadway, N. T. City. 
When wetting please mention "Modern Elsetrie. 

FOR SALE. 
To EXCII.\NGE. Gramophone. Cycle Engine 

Castings. Lathe. Balks, Libraries, for Camera. Wire 
less ('oil Electric t:oods, Cult Revolver. james 
\tosser, Flat 2, 641 W. Erie street, Chicago. 

When writing please mentlnn "Modern Eleetrim 

FOR SALE. -A 6110 Watt 20,000 volt transformer, 
for $': '.50. and other wireless instruments. Fred 
Ford, 5:34 Lake street, Los Angeles, Cal. 

when wilting please mention "Modern Electric. 

FOR SALE. -One kilowatt transformer. closed 
, "rr type. Size ten by ten by six inches. Primary 
can lie connected in seres or parallel. as desired. 
('rice, forty dollars. E. %V. Huntington, Jr.. 2129 Pa- 
'he avenue. San Francisco, Cal. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

\V. \NTED, -A I. II. I'. l;asoline Engine, N light 
Dynamo. \Vm. Iluth. 340 Lombard street. San Fran. 

. ,.n 
When writing please mention "Modern Electrice." 
('tilt '. \LE. -ulve small generator, 6 volts. ti amp., 

coud et ,,.liti.m. 1.1 tee $:Lise, cost $7.00. Frank Close, 
.917 :Mifflin street. l'ittsburg, l'a. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrice." 
44i.W.1TT DYNAMO. Delivers alternating and 

direct current. ii volt. 5 amperes. l'rice $3.50. Walter 
Vnsknil. Cedar grove, Wis. 

'%hen writing please mention "Modern Electrics. " When writing please mentlnn "Mn.lern Eleetrics." 
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PRESIDENT OF LARGE CORPORATION DICTATING TO STENOGRAPHER IN ANOTHER ROOM. 

HOW THE PRESIDENT SAVES AN HOUR 

EVERY DAY 

By W. W. GRIFFITH 

IKE most other men with 
Hurry as their gad -fly, I 

sometimes hear of aston- 

L ishing things that I mean 
to look into, but which - "business" drives out of 
my mind before I have the 
opportunity to investigate. 

But when I was told at luncheon the other 
day that the active President of a great cor- 
poration had installed a system whereby he 

could instantly and directly issue a general 
order to all the heads of departments through- 
out the building, at one time without leaving 
his room, I remembered to have heard about 
that wizard -like performance before, and de- 

termined to follow the lead at once, before 

I could lose it again. Fortunately I was ac- 
quainted with the President, and I found him 

not only willing but rather pleased to show 
ttte the operation of the wonderful saver of 

time and annoyance. 
Just under the pigeon -holes of his desk, out 

of the way of everything and almost out of 

sight, was set an innocent looking box not more 

than 11 inches long and 6 inches high; a row 

of small levers ran along the lower part of it, 

above which were two orifices that might re- 

mind one of a pair of exaggerated eyes. 

"Demonstration number one," said the 
President. and reaching over he pulled down 
several levers: "Buzz." went the instrument 
and several "buzzes" answered. "Now I 

know," said he, "that my heads of depart- 

ments are at their end of the wire and I'm 

going to issue a general order about deliver- 

ies," which he did in a low tone of voice at 

a distance of at least 6 feet from the box, and 

rather away from it than toward it. "Is that 

understood, Mr. Evans, Mr. White, etc ?" and 

he went down the line of names. Imagine my 

astonishment when "Yes, sir, O. K.," came 

from the box, as each name was called in tones 

clearly audible in every part of the private . 

office (about 15 feet square). It was almost 

uncanny. 
"You see," he said, "instead of sending a 

boy and bringing them to my office from dis- 

tances of 100 to 700 feet and on different 

doors, I can issue a general order and have it 

acknowledged in 10 seconds. - 

"Demonstration number two will show you 

how the private office can be secluded even 

from my stenographer who used to he its 

most constant invader," continued the Presi- 

dent, as he pressed another lever; instantly the 

box said, "Yes, sir, ready " -walking to the 

extreme end of the office he dictated a letter 

in a tone of voice scarcely above a whisper 

and, mind you, without connection with or 

apparent regard for the location of the box - 
talking into the air. "Read that back, please," 

and out of the instrument came the text of 

the letter word for word clearly understand - 

able and distinct to both of us. 

"Titis feature is particularly desirable," he 
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;tul. "ttnen I line a nnnibcr of gentlemen in "t tors has not as tt and it has been ir,- the *mice and want to dictate an agreement or stalled six months." was the reply. It is put a letter. It -aves the time for them and for in on a rental basis and The National 1)icto- me which would be required for her to come graph Company guarantees all maintenance to the office and depart; I get her instantly and perfect working order." and when through dictating I shut off and we By the way, the naive of this little 1 \'inird arc immediately ready to resume our confer- of modern business is the Dictograph. but once. 

that name hardly expresses its capalnlities ;.s "The third demonstration will show you demonstrated to me, and in fact it w'uld how secret communication is asured. \Ve will 
assume that you are a salesman and have 

!lard to find a name that would. 
quoted me a price on a large quantity of oil. [ have just learned of another very niter- 
I press my bookkeeper's lever," suiting the 

esting and practical service which the Dicto- 
action to the word. "and ask 'hat id we pay graph rendered. A certain financial institution 
for that last supply of oil ?' Now I take this of large interests, through being checkmated 
receiver off the hook; that automatically in several important moves, was c,ntinced 
causes the instrument to act like an ordinary that some of its employees were not only 
telephone -I get the information and you have "leaking" but playing with the other side. heard nothing. Further and entire secrecy is Suspicious actions led the officers of the assured by the fact that no matter how many Institution to believe that one room was con - lines are opened on the other end (or sub - sistently used for conferences by the employees ,cation I. nothing can he heard unless I switch in question - in this room they proceeded :o them on here I at the master -station). No install a Dictograph, setting it in the wall and central is necessary - the intercommunicating covering it with wall paper so as to make :t and cutting out system is evidently perfect in entirely invisible. 
us arrangement and is entirely governed by my The conspirators (so to speak) met. their pressing the lever." discussion, word for word, was heard by the ..ITere is also an interesting test that I have Company officials some distance away, and the tried. We will suppose that clerk No. I has graft of the traitors as well as the embarrass - laid the blame for an error on clerk No. 2, I ment (financial and otherwise) of the Ittctittt- connect tip both clerks without either knowing tion, came to an immediate ending. that the other is on the wire: then I say to Further -investigation gives me the ininrma- clerk No. 2, 'Clerk No. I says that you are at tion that while the National Dictograph Com- fattlt in this case' and state the reason. Clerk pany is a young concern, its instruments are No. 2 gives his side and if it is not correct now installed in some of the largest and most Clerk No. 1 breaks in and tells him so. They conservative Banks, Trust and Life Insurance then argue it and I hear both sides without Companies and Industrial Corporations in taking them away from their desks or having New York, Chicago, and other large cities. them invade my office for the discussion. The purpose of the Company, now that the "It is quite a detective in its way and beside practicabilly and usefulness of the Dictogr:ipit giving me much inside information I figure has been proved by actual rentals to great that it saves me perhaps as much as one to Corporations, is to take immediate steps t-:- two hours a day which is obviously a great ward making it universally known and used. consideration. ft would seem that every busine -s man "Our Secretary, Treasurer. General Man- would conserve his best interests by writing alter and Superintendent all have Master Sta- to the Sterling Debenture Corporation. Brim:- ¡ions and we communicate with each other wick Building, \ladison Square. New York. constantly without leaving mtir desks and with- for Booklet No. "N. :1.'9." which it full out the bother of either talking into a mouth- information about the Dictograph, it: purpo.e., piece or holding a receiver to the ear." its rentals. installations and plan- f 'r t::e "Does it ever get out of order I asked. future. 
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Magnet Wire 
At fabulous low prices. Ask for quota- 
tion on size, style and quantity desired. 
S. M. COHN CS. CO., 83 Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY 
When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrica." 

The Inventor's Universal Educator 
TELLS ALL ADOUT PATENTS, 
HOW TO SECURE THEM. HAS 

600 MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS, also 
SO PERPETUAL MOTIONS 

&very Inventor should have s copy. Price 11.00 by mall. -A DOE Eaa- 
F. G. DIETERICH. Oursy Bldg., Washington. D.C. 

When written blear mention "Modern IeotrleE." 

PATENTS That Protect 
and Pay 

WATSON E. COLEMAN, 
Registered Patent Attorney, 

Advice and Book Free; Highest References; 
Best Service 

612 P Street. N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C. 

When writlor plena& mention "Modern Electrioa" 

G x 12 inch RLECTROPHOROI'Ig and 21 articles. A 
few Tithe gives stinging 14 -inch spark to hand. II -inch 
to metal conductor. Charges Leyden Jar. Lifts and 
holds up 9-in. Q)os. tin pie plate. Price 01.25 Prepaid. 

INDUCTION COIL EXPERIMENTAL APP:tR- 
ATUN. 1M articles, prepaid, $1.23. 
Stamp for catalogue. 

THE HERTZIAN ELEC. CO. 
1014 platbuah Ave.. Brooklyn, N.Y. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electric.." 

jlrrtntutn Qlatalug 
containing over 600 electrical articles 
anyone of which you may acquire for 
NOTHING. simply by getting us new 
subscribers will be sent you on receipt 
of 2c stamp. 

MODERN ELECTRIC'S PUBLICATION 
N4 West Broadway. New York 

When writing pleas mention "Modern Llsotrica." 

=.1i 4111111101aMMONON. 

Are shown in our catalog. Send your name and address 
on postal and mention this paper and we will &end free 
our catalog. 

MONTGOMERY Q CO., 
SOI Fulton Street, New York City 

GROBET SWISS FILES 

And Other Nigh Grads Tools 

When writing clean* mention "Modern Elsetrielt" 

SEND litt YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS so 
al to to at the hrsd of the list to receive our new 
STORAGE BATTERY CATALOGUE now in 

blossom. ust the thing for the wireless experimenter. 
A new low priced complete storage battery of any ca- 

pacity. We have almost anything you can wish for and 
few specials you can get nowhere else. Send the 

stamps today and state just what you are most interested 
in. Storage batteries and storage battery work is our 
specialty. 

EL[cTt+IICAt. MAINTENANOL AND RIPAIN CO. 
200-202 M a,.. Newnan. N. J. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrios." 

WIRELESS GOODS 
Sending 

HELIX 
(Inductance ) 

AS CUT 

$2.00 

{aMD111O NILLIX 

POTENTIOMETER 
NON -INDUCTIVE, as cut, with two Resistance 

Rods, 300 and 300 Ohms, 

$1.50 
Only house in Washington, D. C. carrying COM- 

PLETE line of Wireless experimental apparatus to 
stock. Come and look over our stock and judge for 
yourself. Will gladly demonstrate li goods. 

JOHN C. RAU, Electrical Supplies 

326 12th St. N. W. Washington, D. C. 
All 4feemahw )nand rood frealwrer.ream,) 

When writing please mention "Modern Elsotrioa." 

Electric Light Fixtures 
For Residence, Boat and Camping. 

We construct medal designs to order. We mnu( 
lure all specialties of metal goods Hi quantities only. 

Write us your requirements. 
We issue no catalogue. 

Gothberg flanufacturing Co. 

112 Duane Street, - - New York City 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

ALI UDli Nri, ì IS Or 3 bra 
\t'e design and ntanutnq Tire Vachnuicnl and t-:l.ctn.nI 
Iu,.trnmentsnnd Appal-Mono( precision for Till pnrlw1v'4. 

MULLER & JABLONSKY 
Elrririral 3IItatrumrltt Maims 

62 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK 
MENTAL AND MODEL WORK 

SPECIAL PIACHINERY. TOOL ANO PIXTURIS 

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrtrs." 

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT 
In the shortest poulble time. 

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans- 
mitter combined with standard key 
and sounder. lends you ,ele.ranh 
messages at any speed just es an 
es pert opetor would. b styles 
$2 up; circular 

ra 
(rer. 

Omacaraon ma. to. 
3914 Cortlandt St.. Saw Yoae 

When writing please mention " Modern Elsetrlca." 
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irrless (!Inmnutntrattnn 
NOW is the time to engage in the study of the new art of 

wireless. The demand for trained wireless operators is 
growing constantly. The recent government action has 

increased the demand 100 per cent. Salary of trained opera- 
tors ranges from $15.00 to $40.00 per week. 

Amrrirau iriless J1i, ÍiÍuÍr 
is the only universally recognized school in the world for the 
teaching of this art. 

Applications Now On File For 100 Expert Operators 
Come in and be one of the first to take a position in this 

new field that offers promotion, good salaries and boundless 
opportunities. Descriptive matter free on request. 

Address Nearest Office 

27 WILLIAM STREET 
New York, N. Y. f 

UNIVERSITY BUILDING 
Detroit, Mich. 

,ittords you more genuine pleasure 
than anything you have known vet. 
\v'e have the goods -the best made - 
right in stock. We wish to cater es- 
pecially to wireless folks in and around 
Chicago. Our prices are right, our 
I;oods still better. Come and look 

t )ver our stock and judge for yourself. 
,a,t 2. to''.rre for em error Lahrlar 

ANDERSON SPECIALTY CO. 
nri & 70 La Salle Street - Chicago, Ill. vha witting please mention "Modern Eleetnea.' 

We Ship on Approval 
'who,.! a ,r l ..rN +tf, prepay toe trelght awl allow 10 DAYS PRIES TRIAL t every Idcycle IT ONLY COSTS une rent to learn our enberd / pn , and taw-ream: rI r on lilehest grade Paan nialel. e 

FACTORY PRICES `" tt br., a hlcyle I pair of tire, front atty. oar at an, Anse until you write for our new large Art Cte1Oa anti learn our w,w,irrtw! prrwntww un the nest sample ¡ C)'cle g`Ing to your town. 

RIDER AGENTS tyeryw "eta arc '1"'" l,lg 
m,me e.hhAUng and selling our Iócycles.. We Sell cheaper than any other factory. Tiree,Coeeter- Srekes. aln,ile wheels. I.u,t. rriotrs n,l nn,lrles at . ../ Arase. Do Not Waltt te MA.", h.r stir rt spec 2.17 ' //rr. 

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. C. '!Cl CHICAGO . Ine , t..,,.., mention "111n,lern Flerrerr.. " 

-DON'T BUY WIRELESS GOODS!- 
Until yon see our INSIDK PRICES. We make tun- ing coil. potentiometers. etc , and sell directly to you. Our prices can't be beat. Send for list. 

CHICAtIO WIRELESS SUPPLY CO. 
32 B Auditorium Bldg., - - Chkago 

When writing please mention "Modern Eleotrloe.' 

B O O K S 
We carry the best book assortment In this coun- try. Uur specialty Is to publish electrical books - 

just what You are looking for. Here are few: 
Storage Batteries, by A. E. Watson. Ph. U.E.E. 

theory. r.onstructIon and Use. Price postpaid, 
cloth. $1.50. 

How to flake 1- Kilowatt Dynamo. by A. E. 
Watson -rofusrly illustrated. Price postpaid $1. 

The Gas Engine, Flow to Ma::s and Use It. by 
e. 11. Werwtck, Including discussion on gasoline 

sires. Price. cloth. postpaid 75 cents. 
A BC et Wireless Telegraphy. by E. Trevert. 

An excellent book for the amateur. Price post 
Da id $1.00 

New Experimental Electricity, by E. Trevert. 
A book every experimenter should possess. Price 
postpaid $1.00. 

X -Raya for Everybody, by E. Trevert Un- 

K 
yuesuunably the best book printed for the amateur 
and experimenter. Price postpaid Weems. O These are only a few books tro n our large as- 

sortment. Send for free list containing over 7C 
best electrical books in existence. 
M. Bubicr Publishing Co.. Lynn, Matt. 

S K O O B 
When wrltinL Plesr mention "Mn,tern 1.rtrins." 

M E OW STAE PING óppt 
WpRKTAh0N1l 

L DIE MAK N ERS. HARDWARE SPECIALTIES.STAM PING 
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PRICE 
:1.Só 

AND UP 
"STAR SAFETY RAZOR 

..4 

Reputation from accomplished facts and net premium has carried the 

Star Safety Razor through thirty successful years. The aspens. el large adver- 

tising spare prubibit going into detail in retard to the Sur Safety Rarer. You 

get value in this article and are not payola for dig admen.assent. Men lobo 

have used this Roam for many yeah, and who have aloe tried nunlownw thin 

blade Safety Razors. state that THERE IS BUT ONE SAFETY RAZOR that 

gives enters satisfaction -and THAT IS THE "STAR." 
Catalogue sent upon repress*. 

KAMPFE BROTHERS, 28 Reads S*., New York. 

When writing please mention "Modern Elect,-1 " 

TT 
Anjt11ing lEirrtriral 

rr A Sc stamp will strut OUR NEW BIG CATALOG. 
Positively the Isreeat and most comprehensive lectric 
catalog of its kind published. c5 pages to wireless 

O floods alone. Wireless outfits from $10.26 to j 5O.LO 

Uand upwards. 

J. J. DUCK, 432 St. Clair St. Toledo, O. 

Whn wrttine please mention "Modern Electrlce.' 

IREIESS Ti IEGRAPHC 
quickly quickly 

Correspondence. Positions se- 
cured. I ntnke a specialty of qualifying 

ambitious young men and women for RAILROAD, 
COMMERCIAL and WIRELEBM TELEGRAPHY. 
send 10 Cents for Codes slid Full Information. 

CHARLES ELLIS 
1725 2d Avenue. New lurk. N. Y. 

When wntm piea nsnunn "Modern 1Clsctrtoe." 

TRANSFORMER .. 
250 watt 10,000 volt transformer for 

use in wireless telegraphy. Special price 
delivered to any part of U. S., $30.00. 
Will send up to fifty miles. Speaking 
arcs, transformers, etc. supplied for use in 
wireless telephony. Drawings and plans 
furnished. Send for descriptive matter. 

VICTOR H. LAUGHTER 
BYHALIA, MISS. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrica." 

Wireless Telegraphy 
Taught Quickly by _ Correspondence. 

POftftONJ JfcMrrd. 

BOSTON SCHOOL OF 

TELEGRAPHY 
IBA Boybton St.. Boston, Mass. 

The largest and best Telegraph School in N e w 
England. We make specialty of qualifying ambitious 
young men and women for Railroad Commercial. 
Brokerage and Wireless Telegraph service. bead lue 

tage cash or stamps for free wireless telegraphic 
k. With this we furnish PREB OP CHARGE two 

handsome Telegraph codes, mounted on fine cardboard. 
one showing the Wireless Telegr. code, the other Morse 
code. bite 6 s 6 inches. 

IVbsa writing please =entices "Modern Elsetrfoe." , 
;. 

TYPEWRITER 
Sacrifice Sale 
Greatest bargains ever 
offered, UNDERWOODS, 
OLIVERS, REMINGTONS, 

SMITHS (all makes) rebuilt S15. to $38, worth 
double; sent subject to examination and trial. 
Send for "Bargain List" 

Consolidated Typewriter Exchange 
245 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 

Old reliable. Established 117 years on Broadway. Don't 
mots this chance to get a good typewriter at half price. 
Write immediately. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrlcs." 

FREE- -Two Book: 
Of Pass 

s' Inventor's Guide 
AND 

ass -Pt 
"Proof of Fortunes in 

Patents - 
What and Mew to 

Invent." 
Trade -Mars s, Copyrights 
Prints. labels, Registered. 

ADVICE PREE. 
Correspondence Solicited. 

gar PROTECT YOUR IDEA 

Patents That Pay 
SPECIAL OFFERt Send sketches or model sod 
dr.cription of invention for FREE SEARCH of 

Patent Office Records and Report as to patentability. You 
will Rave TIMM and MONEY. 

001 esv.eee. Nt 
Registered re ont Attorney 

Patent lawyer( Patent Litigation f 
t 1109 P STREET, 

WVARH1NTO\. D. t'. 
Whoa writing please mention "Modern Electriea." 

E.E.YROOMAN 

REFERENCES: 
American National Bank. 

Washington, D. C. 
LlttleGiant Hay Press Co., 

Dallas. Texas. 
Gray Lithograph Co.. 

New York City, N. Y. 
Farmers MI)! Co., 

Norfolk, Va. 
New Era M'fg Co., 

Fairfield. lows. 
The Parry Sutionery Co., 

Oklahoma City Okla. 
Bell `how Print Co.. 

ienune. Ia. 
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No. 602 "Ulery" Pocket Knife Tool Kit 

.lad In America. 
i. , iv nut h.t. u.t- Inr :t Knits. 
Reamer, File, Saw. Chisel or 
Screw Driver. I hi. "nun t. 
lnactactl. pct nn .moll. hone ,rnu :uucd in n I. either Pocket 
Hook I', .:1', inehr +. i.. he vitr- 
o ' Inc it in pour l.rrktt, alwtw. 
at hand tor immediate lose, 
whether Camping. Hooting, 
learning.Driving,iu tht Shop, 
Factory, Office, store. Ware. 

ls house, Autumoblle, tun the 
Farm Hkyee: or around the 
Home 

ius Tool tirtnls- attached nr 
kiachtd to the Pocket Knife 
Ina ..,old. 

parr 1'0,1 P.nd oa trrrtpr .i .tr. 142.23. 
Use it live days and If not j 

setlataetory return It and we 
will refund your money. 

U. J. ULI-RV CO. 

,;D 

J 
L 

as V Warren St.. New York. N. Y. 

When writing pleuve mention "Modern Electric.." 

Wireless Experimenters 
Magnet wire single silk in sizes from Nos. 29 to 

40 at greatly reduced prices wound on spools in 
IuanUlies desired. 

Secondary windings of any site wound to any 
pecltication, prices on application. Have a lot of 
condensers suitable to be used with 1 and 2 inch 
spark coils, while they last SOc each. I also carry 
everything in wireless. Send 2c stamp for catalog. 

Spark coil for sale giving 36 inch spark on A. C. 
and 24 inch on U. C. Very finely finished in Ma- 
hogany wood with first class condenser. Heavy 
platinum contacts suitable for wireless or X -Ray 
work. Price complete $450.00. For photograpf.s 
Ind parti,ul us :t. p'y to 
N. TANENBAUM. 728A Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y' 

When writing please mention "Modern rkleotrtaa." 

INDUCTION COILSagalaçiALTY - All sie.s from 1 in. to 20 In. Spark 

t 
ta- 

.111.111111101111f1 

Tenting Instruments, 
Teletiraph Apparatus, 
Experimental Work 

01 ail kinds. 
Foote, Pierson & Co. 
100 Duane St., New York 

When writing please mention Modern Electrice." 

Send For Our Latest List on 

WIRELESS APPARATUS 
Double Slide Tuning Coil S4.00 

Detectors $3.511 to $5.50 
Re.eivinr Condensers $1.00 

Head Receivers all Resist ¡rice. 10) -ohm to b,000 
$2.70 to $10.00 

Leery Instrument I.uaranteed 

FLETCHER- STANLEY CO. 
32 & 34 Frankfort St., New York 
7.b -u writing pieu,. mention " Nodrn hb't city.' 

ELECTRICITY 
Practically and Individually Taught 
Our pupas actually handle the tords and machinery. 

la.truaors stand beside them. dvecunit, cruii u- 
utg and showing them how to work. 

Day and evening sessions. 
Call and «nsprct our school and equipment 

or write tot Prospectus. 
New York Electrical school 

.30« West 17th St , New York. 

When writing please mention "Modern haectrics; 

MR. WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER 
To be perfectly frank do you personally prefer your Instru- ment, to look good as well as work good. 
Or do you wooly ruining the seat appearance of your ouuu, with troublesome acid that will not only hurt the highly polished wired surfaces. but also stain hard rubber and cortode all metal 

parts, no matter how paled. 
We believe that you prefer a clean and efficient detector -one 

that can be set up in a second; that requires no battery nor 
potentiometer and that will not wear out, butt out, ur be thrown out. 

Therefore we oiler 

The IMPROVED SILICON 
DETECTOR 

and guarantee It the most reliable and efficient type sold tor 
experimental use, send for circular. 

THE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO. 
West Arlington, Md. 

When writing piety mention "Modern Klectncs.'- 

ACCURATE 
COMPACT 

INEXPENSIVE 

Voltmeters, Ammeters 
and Volt- Ammeters 
Send for Complete Catalogue of 

PORTABLE and SWITCHBOARD 

PATTERNS 

L. M. PIGNOLET 
82 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK 

SS hen writing plemm. mention Modern &metrics. 

Here,Cigaret- Smokers 
Roll A Olgarat 

Is 5 SSaande 
The "Rwlek,itolle r to mar - ' el. Rolls perfectly formed rl Karst 1set udrmeele, quieter Ulan by ba.., sad 
Makes Setter 

Clgar.t. Than 
You Can Bury 

Glees better errs.." 
roll x' tweeter amok end more 

your yrst 't eowpeet t, arty It to pocket; uu Inberel rut.; used for as tobacco, el Us any paper. lt'aa luxury Tell yourfdedds about lc nnud us we name of your dealer and 25e lo stamps or culls mud we'll send roll win yutrk. To Dealers-You esa make more money ,color KelrkItoller" and un seek or tabarra than arbor, eearal lute rvdym.de (cram t.. Write fur our nbel udrr. 
SIt1ARET ROLLER WORKS 

40 -42 Quincy Street Chicago, ill. 
When writing plea.. mention "Modern Electrical "- 



MODERN 
Wireless Apparatus 

±; K. W. Mountedin Mahogany Cabinet $73.00 
Oscillation Transf ormer alone 15.00 

There transmitting sets mounted or unmount- 
ei, in sites off K. W. upwards are fully equal 
to commercial installations of similar r.lting. 

Of their many exclusive features, one fact 
stands out pre- eminent -that fact is absolute 
rtliabllity. 

An illustrated catalog descriptive of wireless 
apparatus of distinctive merit will be mailed on 
request. 

CLAPP EASTIIAM CO. 
730 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 

HENRY MORTIGE. 24 East 21st Street 
Representative for New lock City 

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
McKay Bldg. Portland. Ore. 

Western Representative 

Whim writing pleas* 

ELECTRICS 

pu íqtatt qatl ; itiiIt;,t,t' .s:ln Itlttl 

a $e 

menties 

Type A. C. C. Tranamltting Set 

"Yowlers leetr -re 

133 

Faucet WATER MOTORS 
Complete with emery $2.50 wheel, buff wheel, pulley 

to run sewing n d washing ma- 
chine, polish. In soma cities where 
we have no agents, and where the 
water pressure is good, sample 
mutar will be given tree; apply at 
once it you want to make some 
extra money, or it you can devote 
your whole time, liberal salary and 
commission will be paid. 

ALCOHOL STOVE', LAMPS 
AND PLAT tRONs. 

enamelPa WANTED to send for catalog of In- 
dicators, Reducing Wheels, Planimeters. Address, 

UPPINCOTT M. S. CO., 
52 Columbia St., 

Newark, .. New Jersey 

When writing pleas* mention -Modern Electrica." 

The Schoen Printing Co. 

Printers Magazines 
Catalogues 

Stationery, etc. 

13 Vandeweter Street. - NEW YORK 

When writing please mention "Modern aleetriea." 

'PECIAI.. Nheoatat that will 
give you service and resistance, 

will regulate your current 
grudtinlly and out i 
juutpt; is very accirnte. 
Little heating, cull nir 
cuuled. Iles no cnn- 
ceulcl {arts. will not 
get out ut order. Can 
be ttseei tor I tu I ill 
volts. Huy une and reg- 

ulate the .peer) of vnur 
sinnll motor..!)int down 

vour incandescent lamps 
to f In volta. Fine nit an itulno- 

owe in wireless work for tu Thy. kl,ao.tnt it the 
r,tu -st un the market; resistance coil will nut rust, tweak r foetid muter n cnnrtamt I,.ul of Y Amperes. Resistance 
L r )luny Maxim um cnlsactt v 8 Amperes. Price so cants. 
:iv raout extra. 4 tenta. Send : teats for our catalogues 
wnh latest discount .hw't 
KETTEMAN ELECTRIC CO., 23d St., Toledo, Ohio. 

When writing plea mention "Modern Electrica." 

60 YEARS' 
EXPERIENCE 

TRADC MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS Sfi 
Anyone Minding akelrh and descrtptlon may 

unleitiy amert&ln our opinion fro* whether an 
Invention i. probably pat 

HANDBOOK 
ommunloa. 

tlonutrlOtl sonDdetat on Puente 
sont fries. Oldest agency for .corms Patenta. 

Patent& taken tbrouuh Munn A loo. recel, 
speeMll notice, without venires, In tb 

Scientific .American. 
A handsomely Illnstratsd weekly. 1.arreat cl,. 
inflation of any soleulldo louront. lerma. tä a 

ear: four montW, $L Sold by all newadealere. 

NUNN &Co;^ ;Newyork 

When writing please mention "Modem Rlectrice." 

46(g. We are sound- 
ing a general 

call to in- 
form a I l 

Wireless 
experi- 
menters 
and ama- 
teurs lo- 
c a t e d 

in and around Cleveland, to come 
and look over our new stock of 
Wireless Goods. 
I 'All goods for the Wireless experimenter carried 
inil stock. Satisfaction and good treatment 
assured. Send for our new Wireless catalog. 

ERNER ELECTRIC CO. 
122a E. St. Clair Ave. - Cleveland, O. 
When writing plea mention "Modern £lectrlea" 



MODERN ELECTRICS 

A Book Worth Having -it's FREE 

A book packed full of new ideas in labor -saving "YANKEE TOOLS" for all classes of Mechanics. 
Tools that appeal to any man, no matter what his profession or calling. The ¡book is the embodiment of 

Yankee ingenuity and invention, illustrated with photographic reproductions of the Tools in use. 

A postal brin,la It it you say "Modern Electrtu" Your dealer sells "YANKEE TOOLS" 

NORTH BROS. MFO. CO. Philadelphia, Pa. 
when writtng please mention " Modern ilaetrtos." 

I moiy..V.be 7 
Iretrcror wand 1111.0o 

Wireless 600ds 
of every description. We carry 
a larger stock of Detectors, Tun- 
ing Coils, Potentiometers, Spark 
Gaps, Telephone Receivers, Con- 
densers. etc., than any other 
house in Chicago. 

Our prices are right, our goods 
of the highest precision. 

Send for our Wireless Catalog TO -DAY 

Central Electric Co. 
stria 5th .t% ENI'1: - CHICAGO. ILL. 

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrtes." 

GLOBE 
The Best Low Price 

Dry Cell Made 

Price in lote of 12 or more 

13 2 CENTS EACH 

No extra charge for 
Fahnestock Connections 

If you are carrying on experiments in which 
wet or dry cells (have to be used our battery 
catalogue will prows of interest. Sent free to all 
who mention this publication. 

NATIONAL 

CARBON 

COMPANY, 

Cleveland. Ohio 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

When writing please mention "Modern 

illtama íïrat Clamps 
will pay you a fine wont in raving of labor 
and material. They save skmn n1 -ihey 
save re- taping -they save time -they save 
the wire. This chrnr Is partrularly to be 
rrcommendrd for Wireless Work in con- 
nection with sending Inductances, etc. l he 
needle part is then rot used. only the jaws. 
Will firmly grip round wires see groove, 
or flat strip by means of flat jaws. Doe, 
away with harmful sparking and increases 
your efficiency. 5erd 45 cents for a set 
(two) postpaid, on 110 days' trial Your 
money back if you want it. 
TMP WILLIAMS 'TEST CLAMP CO. 
416 Prospect Ave. S. E. Cleveland. O. 

For sale in Canada by W. I. Koss .. 
ft York tit., Tnronto 

Electrice." 
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ADJUSTABLE ZINC SPARK OAP 
This Spark Gap, ever since its introduction last year. 

has found much favor among wireless people. This Gap is 
a marvel of simplicity and must be seen in action to be 
appreciated. It hat heavy zinc plugs, s -inch thick, which 
makes it possible to use the Gap up to a Si -K. W. transformer. 
Size of base: 4%S1914 in. Finely polished hard rubber pillars, 
binding posts and thumb screw tI inch in diameter). 
Metal arch is of cast brass tt-inch thick, finely lacquered. 
The adjUstmeet is extremely accurate. Gap Is to be adjusted 
while IN OPERATION. 

No. amts -Zinc Spark Gap patents pending as described. 

$1.00 
AY MAIL, EXTRA 19 CENTS. 

Electro Importing Ca. 86-a West Broadway, New York 

THIS IS THE WONDERFUL 

RED STYLO 
INK PENCIL 
Impossible to leak, swu if car 
rrrl erjnle deem. Write* like 
pencil Has platinum. 
tridlo feed wire and we 
therefore guarantee each 

and every pencil. Order 
one now. 
Over II Minim of 
these Pencils saw 

In use. 
All editorials and 
text matter of MOD. 

LILA *LZCT *ICS 
are written with 

To In- 
troduce 
this mar - 

velous ink 
pencil to 
readers al 

MODERN 
ELECTRIC!' 

we will send 
One sample pre- 
paid for $1.00. 
Regular price 
strictly =9.00. 

Dealers and Agents 
write for interesting 
proposition. 
We also make electric 
flash lights, batteries, 
the famous Universal 
dry cells, electric 'art 
pins. Alladin electric gas 
lighters, electric magic 
lanterns; also the marvel- 
ou par alcohol (III chunks) 
Universal naming cigar light- 
er, sample sent by mail for 
SOe., etc. CATL00II1 P555. 

Red Stylo 
Ink 

Pencils 

Universal Novelty Co. 
162 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y. 

When writing please mention '*Modern Blestrles.^ 

PATENTS 
TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIt1HTS 

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED 
Send model or sketch and description of your lnveetioa for 

free search of the U. 3, Patent OFfrce records. 
Our 1-oar Books mailed Free to any address. Send for 

thew books; the finest publications aver issued for free 
distribution. 

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT 
Our Illustrated eighty page outdo Book is an Invsluble 

book of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechanical 
movements Illuatrated and described. 

FORTUNES IN PATÉNTE 
Tells how to in Vent for pro(t and gives history of suc- 

cessful inventions Atoo list of Patent buyers. 
WHAT TO INVENT 

Contains valuable list of Inventions Wanted and sug- 
t6estions corteerning profitable fields of inventions. Also 
Information regarding prices offered for inventions, among 
which is a 

PRIZE OP ONE ;ZILLION DOLLARS 
offered for one Invention and $10,01,0 for others. 

hATENTS THAT PAY 
Contains M«- similes of unsolicited letters from our clients 

who have built Up profitable enterprises founded upon pet- 
Intl procured by us. Also Indorsements from prominent 
inventors. manufacturers, Senators, Coagreeamen, Gover- 
nors. etc. 

WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENT'S INVENTIONS 
FREE In list of Surday Newspapers with two million 
circulation end In the Worlds Preerru. Semple Copy Free. 

Electrical Case Specialty. 

VICTOR J. EVANS Sc CO. 
(Formerly Evans, Wilkens & Co 

Offlce, 200 "P" Street, N. W. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

When writing plisses mention "Modern laleotr-loe" 

MURDOCK WIRELESS APPARATUS 
Style Amtuning COIL 

Double Slide. Special Friction Contacts. 
Enamel Wire Winding. 

All Metal Parts are Nickel Plated. 
Coll Ends made from Hard Rubber 

Composition. 
PRICE $4.00 

Head Receivers, all resistances, too -ohms 
to 0000 -ohms $2.70 to $10.00. 

Detector Condensers $3.50 to $5.50. 
Receiving Condensers $1.00. 

Mend for our latest Hat. 

WM. J. MURDOCK AL CO., 40 Carter Street, Chelsea, Mus. 
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iuxtrni at 
THE OERNSBACK ELECTROLYTIC INTERRUPTER 

i PATENTS Pf3NDINU) 
Phis interrupter is connected in series with any ordi- 

nary spark curl and the 110 V or ::71 V, direct or alternating 
lighting current supply. No resistance or condenser is used, cx- 
..ept a key or switch to break the current in the usual manner. 'l'he 
ihrator of the coil must be screwed up tight as at should not vi 

In ate. The glass vessel is tilled with the solution and as soon as 
the key is dep d you will get the surprise of your life. You don't get a thin, meagre spark, as with batteries, but A IIEAVY FLAME / INCH '!'HICK. That this is the ideal thing for Wire- 
less is unnecessary to mention. The spark obtained of a 1 inch coil. connected to a big sending condenser and a zinc spark gap with sines y4 INCH 1'IIICK will crash in the gap with such a tremendou noise that it will take your breath away. AND THE SPARK FILLS THE GAP. These are !'LAIN FACTS. Our ua 
oat guarantee backs them. By way of proving our statement look 
at the two photo's taken by Mr. Gernsback. 'Ole first one shows the full spark of a 2 -inch coil run by a 6 V 60 A. Il. storage bat- tery. Exposure 11 seconds. The second shows the FLAME of the same coil with a 110 V current and the new interrupter. Ex. pusure 11/4 seconds. The flame shoots upward. as the great amount of heat raises the discharge. You cannot appreciate the work you are able to do with this wonderful interrupter till you see it in oper- ation. Not alone do you get a better and a heavier spark, but it is also from 15% to 25% LONGER, all depending on the construction of the coil. And that is not all. The output of the coil is increased 
at least GO'.b. l.'liat means that you can send at least 60% further with the Gernsback interrupter. This will be better understood by mentioning that two No. 14 copper wires, connected to a 1 -inch coil and separated y inch will fuse within 6 to 10 seconds. 

The Gernsback interrupter starts with 60 volta. A metal rod of especial alloy goes through the cover, down in the glass tube. This tube at its lower end has a peculiar aperture in which the point of the rod fits. The tube at the upper end has a screw top which screws in the cover. In operation the metal rod wean itself away to a perfect point. The rod itself is fed down by gravity. Very little metal is used up; it takes about 60 hours constant work to con- sume one inch of the rod. New rods are supplied at a trifling cost. The rod can be left constantly in the solution without harm. The liard rubber composition top has all metal parts IMBEDDED in it (Patented). No metal exposed whatsoever. Therefore NO CORROSION as is usually experienced in other interrupters. The interrupter heats up very little, even when working for hours. The path between the two electrodes is only y. inch and the amount of solution heated at a time therefore is necessarily slight. This interrupter will find thousands of friends and is especially recommended for wireless and X-ray work. When used for the former it may he stated that it produces an extremely high sound in the distant re- ceiver, which is much easier to read than the low sound produced with the old spring vibrator giving only from 150 to 200 vibrations per second, against 5000 to 7000 per second with the electrolytic interrupter. The interrupter is to he used in connection with ordinary spark coils from V inch up to 12 inch spark length. Two coils (or more), may be connected in series and if the secondaries are connected in series. too, the length of the resulting spark is as long as the sparks 
NO. Ii of the two coils put together. Therefore two 2 inch coils will give a 4 inch spark. and so on. 

Every instrument is fully guaranteed to be all we claim for it. Mr. Gernsback would not allow his name put to it if he had not implicit faith in it. It is a guarantee by itself. No. 2 
The Gernsback Interrupter (patents pending) No. 8000, as described, size 101/44 inches. Weight, without solution, 2 Ilia. INTRODUCTION PRICE $2.50 

Sand for descriptive circular. 
THE " ELECTRO" ANTENNA SWITCH 

This switch has been brought out in pursuance to a great many calls we have had in the past for such a switch. As illustration shows this is a three -pole, double throw switch. As will he seen the throw to change the switch over is only about 2 inches. making the throw almost instantly. The two end prongs are at an angle of 140 degrees and the construction of this switch is unlike any other. By referring to the diagram below it will be seen that when the switch is thrown for receiving the pri- mary of the coil is disconnected. If accidentally the sending key should 
he touched it will be 
impossible to dart 
age the receiving in- 
struments. as the coil 
can under no circum- 
stances operate. The 
diagram shown below 
is standard, but of 
course many other connections can be devised by the experimenter. All metal parts are pure copper. Hard rubber handle is provided as switch handle. This switch will stand the discharge of a 4 inch coil without Jumping across. It can be used in connection with a transformer up to 5 K. W. All copper parts are almost an eighth of an inch thick. Binding post is pro iaded at each pole of the switch and new connectors are provided which makes the unscrewing of wires impossible. No. MIMI I lie switch can be screwed down on any table or on 

inches, when lever is down; when lever is up, height eill 6l inches. e Weight ht 1! 
7 inches, height over all S It 

thoroughly all the way through, best material used and construction is right. There is 
This 

the present 
is buffo 

prefant no itch on quicker wirelNo.t8100.s 
"Electra" S itch, as described. 

refund money if it is not absolutely atisfactory. price 51.60 

NO. (M04N 
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a (I1auri 
We have been building spark coils for the last 6 years. It is on record that we have sold more 

coils than any other concern in the C. S. to experimenters and amateurs. In fact, our coils have 
helped much to give us the national reputation as "The Experimenter's House." 

We have had such a large demand of late for a REAL wireless coil, to be used for wireless only, 
that we have put our best efforts towards building such a coil. We leave you be our judge if we 
succeeded. 

The "Electro" IZ K. W. Transformer -Coll 
(100 MILE WIRELESS COIL.) 

is a radical departure from ordinary coil build- 
ing. It possesses all the good points of a 
good coil, but none of its bad ones. 

The average experimenter when buying 
a coil nowadays buys a cat in a bag. The 
coil is sealed entirely and if it should break 
down it must go back to the factory. Neither 
does the owner know what is inside of the 
coil -he must take the maker's word for it- 
which is sometimes not satisfactory. 

Our coil is NOT SEALED IN, and is 
still better insulated than a sealed in coil. 
where most of the time you get only ií of 
the weight in wire and ;.¿ weight in sealing 
wax. 

Our new Departure is centered in our 

BLOCK -SECONDARIES 
see cut). These secondaries are wound with 

NO. 30 B. & S. ENAMELED WIRE. This 
means. on account of getting 3 times as many 
ampere turns into a given space, that our 
secondaries are 3 times as efficient as other 
ones. and that they take up one -third as much 
room. Size of secondary, 3!-ix234x3`,í inches. 

You marvel that such a small coil 
could give such an enormous output. The 
enameled wire explains the mystery. After the secondary coils hate been wound they are placed 

in a square form w hich is filled with molten paraffine. When cold, a square block -coil is obtained, 

which exposes no wire except the 2 end pieces. 
We form our secondaries square so they can not roll. \4'e guarantee that the wire is No. 30 B. & S. 

Each secondary weighs 23a lbs and gives a 44-inch spark. The primary is another marvel. We use 

again enameled wire, No. 14 B. & S.. and consequently get just 3 times as much wire on the core, as 

if we used the common D. C. C. wire, used now almost entirely on inferior coils. The result is of 

course that our new primary is just 3 times as efficient as other ones. 

We are willing to prove that our primary gives a 25 per cent longer spark on the secondary as with 

the old type. 
A hard rubber insulating tube is slipped over the primary. Then the two block secondaries are 

slipped on. and the whole is placed in the coil box. which has been treated with an insulating compound. 

All coils fit perfectly close and snug and the box is arranged in such a way that the secondaries 

can not move. but are always '. inch apart. 
Connections are made and the cover is screwed down. Thus this marvel of simplicity is always 

ready to he inspected and to be taken apart. when occasion arises. for new experiments. etc.. etc. 

Four top rubber binding posts are provided. so that one secondary may be used at a tinte, both 

in series. both in parallel and for other important experiments. 
As there is no vibrator nor condenser to this coil. it must of course be used with an electrolytic 

interrupter or independent vibrator. or running it from 110.220 Alternating current. 
The spark obtained is from 1ií to 1l; inches long. but iii inch THICK. For wireless work it 

(amperage) the fat spark that counts, not the long, thin spark. You must radiate energy p a g) from your 

antenna, not tension (voltage). 
Our coil radiates energy -high amperage -and lots of it. 
Compared with the ordinary coil. ours as far as wireless transmission is concerned. will send further 

than the 8 -inch coil wound with No. 36 B. & S. wire. And an 8 -inch coil costs $88.50! I 

Size of box. 9x5iíx4ií inches. Weight of complete coil 8i1 lbs. 
No. Giv'. Electro IL K. W. Transformer -Coil, as described: 

NO. SOSO 

(INTRODUCTION PRICE $7.00I 
No. 806{). Same coil as above. but with fine vibrator and condenser, to work on 6 to 10 volts 

(100 Watts equal to 30 miles). Price $10.00. 
No. 8n70. Block -Secondaries wound with No. 30 Enameled wire, as described. Price each $2.75 

No. son. Primary, with Enameled wire. Price each $1.25 

No. çi72. Hard wood box. Price each $0.50 

We have so much confidence in our new coils that we will ship any one-or more-either No. 8050 

or 8060. on receipt of $1.00 deposit. with full privilege of inspection. Try the coil. If it is not all 
and everyhing we claim for it -if it does not suit you in any respect, return it to us at our expense. 
Can we do more? 

You want a good Wireless coil. here is your chance. Order at once, first come, first served. 

Our new ELECTRICAL CYCLOPEDIA CATALOG No. 8 containing 130 pages, valuable informa- 
tion. wireless diagrams. WIRELESS CODES, electrical photographs and the most complete assortment 
of wireless eoods, apparatus, novelties, etc., etc., will be sent to you on receipt of 2 cents postage to cover 
cost of mailing. 

Electro Importing Co., 86 -z W. Broadway, New York 
"Everything for the Experimenter." 



PROMOTED! 
f f Don't worry about the boss not having his eye on you and noticing the improve- 
ment in your work. Remember he is human -he is on the lookout for good men. 
His success, and the firm's depends on his ability to select the right man. 

(J If you are a little better than the other man -if you know more about your work 
than he does, do you suppose the boss will pass you by and boost the other fellow? 

You wish you had a better job. You wish you knew more, ¡hen you could do more and earn 

more. Fill in the blank form below and let us tell you how these wishes can be realized. 

q Our advice, based upon the experience of our 

successful students and graduates will cost you 

nothing. It may start you right and change your 
whole future. 

Q The American School of Correspondence is an educational 
institution. We employ no agents or collectors. The merit 
of our work makes this unnecessary. 

Advice regarding the work you wish to take u and our 
complete Bulletin will be sent for the coupon. There's no 
obligation attached to this -mail it to -day. 

FREE INFORMATION COUPON 
American School of Correspondence: 

Please send me free your Bulletin of engineering information 
and advise me how I can qualify for position marked 'X.' 

.... tMRarWiper 

.... Med eics' I EEubeer ....Architect 
....Shaman E uer ...Hydraulic Engineer 
....Simian! Eapeer ....Textile Boss 
....Mimicked E. veer ....Sheet Metal Pattern Draflsaas 
....Rafhwd Wirer ....College Preparatory Course 
...Stndual Drshs.0 ....Saint Eubreer 

....Hs udNu blew 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

OCCUPATION 
Mod. Elect. 6-o9. 

WE HELP MEN HELP THEMSELVES 

AMERICAN SCHOOL of CORRESPONDENCE 
CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

When writing please mention "Modern Etectrres. 

" Modern Electrics" guarantees the reliability of Its advertiser;. 


